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FOREWORD

BEFORE best use can be n.-ade of the various stocks of commercial fishes

in New Zealand waters some understanding is needed of the basic biology

and bentaviour of the species concerned. At the same time developrnent of a

fisherv or the maintenance of the stocks on which an industry depends

requires proper appreciation of the resources and how they may be aflected

by flshing.

Red gurnard is of major local commercial significance, and Dr Elder not

only deals with aspects of the biology and behaviour of the species, but

interprets these in terms of the fishery of the Hauraki Gulf. In so doing he

draws attention to the importance of the migratory behaviour of the fish

and to the fact that cunent management measures Preclude optimum use

oI the resource, This, in turn, means that the stocks are protected from

overexploitation.

G. DUNCAN WAUGH,

Director, Fisheries Research Division.
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Fig. 1: The Hauraki Gulf, showing the positions of the sampling areâs (hatched). The hydrographic stations are numbered
from 1 to 8 from the Firth of Thamès to Cradock Channelãnd are rnarked with croises. the seaward lirnit of the Gulf
is shorvn by the 100-m contour (dotted line).



INTRODUCTION

The red gurnard, Chelidonicltthys kumu (Lesson
and Garnot, 1826), is found throughout the centrai
Íopical and temperate Indo-Pacific coastal waters)
ìncluding South Korea, China, Japan, Malaysia,
South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand (J L. B.
Smith 1953, Scort 1962, Okada 1966). It is weli
linown for the striking coloration of its large, wing-
like pectoral fins and the modification of the first
three pectoral fin rays into walking "legs".

The New Zealand distribution of red gurnard in-
cludes all the coastal u'aters of both the North and
South Islands, except the southern fiords, and especi-
ally on mud, sand, and sandy-shell bottom types, but
excluding rock. Red gurnard is most common in
shallow coastal waters, the best commercial catches
being taken in depths down to 55 m; it is less common
in depths between 55 m and 85 m, and it sometimes
occurs in depths as great as 180 m.

Red gurnard ranked fourth in total landings and
seventh in total value among the main commercial
wet fish species for New Zealand for the calendar year
ended 31 December 1970, with atotal landing of 37ß
tonnes valued at $NZ 359 583 (New Zealand Marine
l)epartment 1971). Most (90/o) of the New Zealand
landings of red gurnard are taken by otter trawl. A
small quantit1 þ%) is caughr by Dnnish seine and
the remainder by lines and other nets.

Only limited information has been published on thc
red gurnard in Nerv Zealand waters. Anderton (1907)
described the eggs and early development o,f the
larvae. Staples (1967, 197I) studied age determina-
tion and growth based on samples taken from Pegasus
Iiay, South Island. Shuntov (1970), in a paper on the
seasonal occurrence of shelf fishes in the New Zea-
land area, noted that the main concentrations of
Chelidonichthys kumu lie north of the zone of Sub-
tropical Convergence.

Japanese authors have published several works on
the red gurnard (local name: hobo) . Furukawa
and Ikeda (1953) studied stomach contents and some
aspects of the reproduction of five species of gr-rrnard,
inclnding Chelidonichthys ku,mu, in the Hyuga Nada
(otr the east ând south-east coasts of Kyushu Island).
Vertebrae were used by Yunokawa (1961) to age

red gurnard frorn Japanese waters in his account of
age and growth. An investigation of local groups of
C. kumu, based on morphometric characters and
fìsheries statistics, in the East China and Yellow Seas
area was made by Nakashima and Kojima (1962).
ll'hey found three self-supporting groups in the area
and noted that migration occurred in two of the
groups; at least one of these migrations was shown
to be related to spawning behaviour. They also found
that to some extent the sexes could be distinguished
on the basis of head size and thickness of cheeks.
tr{ito (1963) described the eggs and early lar,lae oî.
C. kumu in Japanese waters.

The taxonomic status of Northern and Southern
Hemisphere red grrrnard of the genus Chelidonichthys
was discussed by Ochiai and Okada (1966). They
concluded that the two forms represent distinct
species, the northern species being Chelidonichthys
sþinosus (Mcl,elland), distributed from the South
China Sea to Po Hai (Yellow Sea) and the northern
parts of Japan, and the southern species betng Cheli-
donichthys kumu (Lesson and Garnot) , widely dis-
tributed in the Southern Hemisphere from New Zea-
land westwards to the east coast of South Africa.

Ochiai and Okada recognised the two species by
clifferences in .pectoral fin markings, size and shape
of humeral spines, and relatr've size of some body
parts, especiallv the eye. The only meristic difference
they found was in the numbers of spinous shields
developed along the base of the dorsal fin. Ilowever,
the variation tþey found was matched by Nakashima
and Kojima (1962) in their study of local groups in
the East China and Yellow Seas. I therefore question
the validity of recognising two species and suggest
that the variations noted by Ochia.i and Okada might
be explained in terms of a cline.

The present study is based on fish taken from the
Hauraki Gulf (Fig. 1) and examines some aspects
of the biology of the species relevant to future man-
agement of the fishery in that area. fn particular, age
determination, age and growth, population structure,
mortality, length-weight relationships and condition,
and reproductive behaviour are considered. Finally,
yield per recruit estimates are derived and manage-
ment implications drawn.



STUDY AREA

The Hauraki Gulf lies on the north-east coast of
the North Island of New Zealand between about
3,5" 50'S (Bream Head) and 37" 13'S (the southern
shore of the Firth of Thames). To the east the 100-m
contour is accepted as its boundary, extending from
Bream Head in the north to the Mercury Islands in
the south-east (at about 36o 38'S) (Fig. 1).

As described by Paul (1968) , the area may be
divided into the "inner Gulf"-the area of water
þing.-south of a line from Cape Rodney to Cape
Colville--and the "outer Gulf"-the area outside the
I{odnev-Colville line but inside the 100-m contour.
Ilhe inner Gulf covers about 3900 kmr, of which
200 km'? ¿re shallow tidal harbours, 1600 km2 are
waters less than 20m deep, 1100km, lie betr,r.,een
the 20-m and 40-m contours, and 1000 km, are
deeper than 40m. The outer Gulf covers about
5400 km2, mostly bet'uveen 40 m and 100 m deep.

The whole area is liberally scattered with islands
and island groups. The western and southern coast-
lines are deeply indented with bays and harbours,
and the sea floor generally shelves gradually to the
20-m contour. On the north-eastern side the sea floor
drops steeply to the 40-m contour.

SAMPLING AREAS

Four sampling areas (Fig. 1) were chosen to pro-

vide information on red gurnard from as wide a
vartety of ecological situations as the species inhabits
within the Hauraki Gulf. Two of these areas are in
the inner Gulf and two in the outer Gulf.

The inner Gulf areas are:

L The Firth of Thames sarnpling are4 lying to the
east of Orere Point with a depth range of 9 to
26m (5 to 14fm) and a soft mud bottom.

2. The Colville sampling area, lying to the north-
west of Colville Bay with a depth range of 15 to
44 m (B to 24 fm) and a bottom of mostly hard
mud and shell.

The outer Gulf areas are:

1. The Te Anaputa sampling area, lying to the east
of Port Charles and Te Anaputa with a depth
range of 29 to 51 m (16 to 28fm) and a bottonr
of hard sand and shell.

2. The Cradock Channel sampling area,in Cradock
Channel, between Little Barrier Island and
Great Barrier Island, with a depth range of 51 to
79 rn (28 to 43 fm) and a bottom of hard mud.
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SAMPLING METHOD
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Samples of the gurnard population from each of

the four sampling areas were taken between Decem-

ber 1968 and March 1970 at inten'als as close to

1 month as practicable. Tu'o vessels were used for
the work-the fisheries research trarvler lkatere oÍ

19.2m (63 ft) overall length and 113 kW (152 bhp)
and the fishing vessel' Cobra o1 15.2 m (50 ft) overall

length and 82 k\ / ( 1 10 bhp ) , which was cha.rtered

rJuring August 1969. Otter trawl nets with 10.2-cr¡r

(4-in.)-mesh cod-end and 3.8-cm (1.5-in.)-mesh cod-

encl liners were used by both vessels. \{esh measure-

rnents were made between opposite knots, inside the

linots, with the mesh stretched.

Juvenile red gurnard were sought in various loca-

tions with a prawn trawl and two sizes of beam trawl
(one with a 2-tn beam and one n'ith a 4-m beam),
all with fine mesh. The beam trawls graded to a

1.9-cm (0.75-in.)-mesh cod-end, and the prawn trawl
Llad a 5.1-cm (2-in.)-mesh cod-end with a 2'S-crct
( 1-in. ) -mesh cod-end liner.

A hydrographic transect of 56 nautical miles with
eight equidistant stations along it from the Firth of
'Ihames to the outer end of Cradock Channel (Fig. 1)

was also worked during each monthly cruise. The
follow-ing information was collected at each station:

1. Surface water temperature, with a bucket and
paired thermometers graduated to 0.1"c.

2. Temperature profile from surface to bottom, by
lx" of a Brown Mk IS 55-m bathytherrnograph
for the shallorv stations and a Mk I 140-m bathy-
thermograph for the deeper stations' The
bathythermographs were calibrated to surface
temperature from readings of the paired thermo-
meters.

The age composition for each sex, by month and
area, was estimated by stratifying the population by
Iength groups and sampling for age composition and
sex ratio. This method has been used previously by
Ketchen (1950), Gulland (1955), Pinhorn and Flem-
ing (1965), and Raitt (1968).

After a trial survey and consideration of the com-

ments of the above authors and the length of time
needed to process the catch the following procedure
was adopted.

The fork length of all fish in a catch was measured,

except on three 6ss¿5ien5-Qolville, April and July
1969, and Firth of Thames, August 1969-when the
large size of the catches necessitated only a random
sample of the rvhole catch being measured. These
occasions are allowed for in the later catch rate calcu-

lations. Fork length measurements were made to the

nearest whole centimetre below the actual length.

Next, within each 1-cm length group the first 15

fish u,'ere sexecl and the first three females and three
males were aged. Midway through the 16-month

sampling period it was found that more otoliths could

conveniéntly be collected and processed for age deter-

mination and so the number of fish in each group
was increasecl to five. If there were fewer than 15 fish

in a length sroup, all fish in the group u'ere sexed,

and similarly iT 
^ 
thete were fewer than three fish

llater five) of a particular sex within a length group,

all were aged.

Though the theory of stratified random sampling as

applied to fisheries is discussed b)' Gulland (1955).
tlie essential equations are repeated here for con-

venience:

The total number of individuals of each sex in a

found by adding the contributions from
grouP. Thus, if N¿ fish of the ¿'th length
iotttpt"a and n¡ of them rvere examined
ng which n¡þ¡wete of a certain sex, then:

pt : proportion of given sex in the lth length
group.

lrliþ¡: number of given sex in the length group in
the whole samPle.

If ^lV, was the total number in the whole sample,

^i - 
S^¡./,.Lrp-1rtrl,r.

The total number of fish of each age group per sex

in a sample w
{rom each leng
one sex of the
total o1 ni ol
which n¡p¡ were of a certain age, then:

þ j - proportion of given age in the fth length
group.

N¡þ¡:number of given age in the length group ìn
the whole samPle.

If No was the estimated total number of any age

of each sex in the r,r'hole sample, then:

N o:2N ¡P¡

Five fish of each sex in each 1-cm length group, if
available in the sample, were also examined for stage

of gonad maturity (see the section "Reproduction")'
trViih the sexes kept seParate, the fir'e fish were

grouped as virgin or sexually mature, and the propor-
tion of each category in the 1-cm length group was

applied to the total number in the length grouP to

13



sexually mature fish in the whole sample.

This is the same theory as in the above equations,
but is limited to two categories o.rly-rrirgin aná
sexualll' mature.

at each stage of gonad maturity.

Thus, if /y',,,, was the total nurnber of sexually
mature fish in the catch, njtl was the number of sexu_
ally mature fish in the sample, and n¡ was the number
of fish of gonad stage i in the sample, then N,,,¿, the
total number of gonad stage i in the catch, is given by:

Nr,r.h¡,

For the study of length-weight relationships, five
females and five males in each l-cm length group (or
all present if there were fewer than five in the group)
were gutted and rveighed. AII organs in the body
cavrty, from the oesophagus to the anus, were removed
when gutting, including the gonads, which were
rveighed separately.

Fish over 50 g were weighed on a Salter Duet pan-
t¡'pe spring balance graduated in l0-g divisions from
0 to 500 g and in 25-g divisions from 500 g to 5 kg.
The balance was accurate within the range of -+ 1

division in each scale. Though lacking in fine pre-
cision, this balance was the most suitable for use at
sea of those available and as accurate as could be usecì
aboard a vessel lying at anchor. It could be read to
-+ 0.5 division. Fish less than 50 g, and gonads, were
rveighed on a Salter laboratory-type spring balance
graduated in 0.5-g divisions. This balance was accur-
ate to -f 0.25 g and could be acctrately read to -f 1

division aboard a vessel at anchor.
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OTOLITHS AND AGE

INTRODUCTION

Age determination of fish from otoliths is based on

the theory that fluctuations in growth rate aîe te-

flected in the composition of the otoliths. Studies on

many species have shown such fluctuations to be

annual. Changes in composition of the otoliths are

visible as zones with different optical densities. It has

been established that such differences are caused by

changes in the proportion of calcium carbonate
(aragonite) and protein (conchiolin) content laicl

clorvn in the zones during growth (Dannevig 1956,

Irie 1955.1957,1960).

The zones are termed "opaque zones" or "hyaline
zorres" depending on whether they block or pass

light. The appearance of the zones through a micro-
scope depends on the nature of the light rvith which
they are illuminated. When viewed with reflectecl

light (that is. light shone from above) the opaque

zones appear light coloured and the hyaline zones

clark, and with transmitted light (that is, light shone

from the side or below) the opaque zones appear dark
and the hyaline light. Much confusion appears to
have been caused by authors not defining the nature
of the light used.

PREPARATION OF OTOLITHS

In this study several techniques used by other

ryorkers {or the preparation of otoliths were tried
before a quick and satisfactory method was found for
reliable interpretation of growth zones (see Graham
1929, Chugunova 1959, Christensen 1964, Albrechtsen
1968, I{aitt 1968, S. W. Smith 1968, Ketchen i970).
At first the otoliths were examined whole, immersed
in a variety of nligh refractir.e index media, including^

beechwood creosote, xylene, glycerine, cedarwood oil,
and microscope immersion oil. Some otoliths could
be interpreted r,vith one or more of these media, but
generally the method was unsatisfactory. In later tests

rvhole otoliths were heated and examined as above,

l¡ut the results were similar to those from unheated
otoliths except for an increase in contrast, which
occasionally \\¡as advantageous. Ilowever, Staples
(I971) found that heated whole otoliths, viewed
under xylene with reflected light, were successful and
gave consistent results for ageing red gurnard col-
lected from Pegasus Bay, east coast of the South
Island.

In subsequent trials the otolith was cut or broken
transversely. As the longitudinal sulcus in a red

DETERMINATION

gurnard otolith is deep, the otolith had to be mounted
in supporting material for successful sectioning. Both
heated and unheated otoliths were therefore mounted
in polyester resin and sectioned with a small fine-
toothed saw. The cut surface was then smoothed on

various grades of fine wet and dry carborundum
paper and finally polished with a commercial silver

cleaner. Because the polyester resin was clear, the cut
surface of the otolith could be examined with light
incident at various angles. The most satisfactory

result was obtained in this way from heated otoliths

viewed with reflected light incident at about 45o to

the cut and polished surface. Though many very

good specimens were produced, the method was too

time consuming for use on a large number of samples'

The technique of polishing the cut surface, then

etching it with dilute acid, and either examining it
rvith a mineralogical surface microscope or staining it
r,r,'ith a protein stain was also tried, but with little
success owing to the appearance of multiple rings

v,'hich could not be related to any annual Pattern.

A quick and satisfactory method was to break the

otoliths longitudinally (along the sulcus), then to
break the dorsal half (Fig. 2) transversely and heat

the broken ends in a very 1611', incandescent bunsen

flame. The extent of heating was critical. The broken

tip of the otolith was held in the edge of the flame

until it turned dark brown. The otolith was not

heated until the surface was burnt to ash as described

by some authors.

The heated surface was immersed in cedanvood

oil and examined under reflected light with a binocu-

lar microscope. A series of narrow dark rings between

wider light zones was then visible. The narrorv dark
rings coincided with the hyaline zones and the wider
light zones with the opaque zones in unheated otoliths.
The pattern of dark rings and light zones was observed

best in the area of the broken otolith adjacent to the
longitudinal sulcus, that is, along the lateral radius of

the otolith (section X-X in Fig. 3) . The rings tended
to split and become confused or diffuse along the
dorsal radius, but the spacing remained uniform and
the rings continuous along the lateral radius. How-
ever, in some specimens clark rings were well developed

along the dorsal radius, and in many the overall ring
pattern made visible over the whole broken end of
the otolith r,r'as used to age the specimen, especially

those in readability category 4 (see below) . By com-

parison McEachran and Davis (1970) found the

t5
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rings well separated along the dorsal radius in the
related Atlantic Prionotus euolans.

As with P. euolans, reorientation of growth on the
dorsal margin was observed in some of the older
specimens oî Chelidonichthys kumu, where there was
greater deposition of material medial to the dorsal
radius. Even in these specimens the ring formation
appeared to continue in its uniform pattern along the
lateral radius, the rings becoming crowded only as
they turned across the dorso-lateral margin of the
c'tolith. It was at this point, where the rings turned
on to the dorsal surface of the otolith, that many split
or became diffuse. llence, the only truly reliable axis
I'or reading the dark rings was deemed to be along
the lateral radius.

Figure 2 shows a whole otolith of red gurnard
photographed with a Carl Zeiss Tessovar photo-
macrographic zoorn system. Figures 3, 4, and 5 shor,v

Jrrepared otoliths from fish of various ages photo-
graphed with the same equipment.

Figure 3 illustrates how some dark rings, everr
along the lateral radius, malz þ¿"" a double struc-
ture. These double rings have been interpreted as
one check.

During examination all otoliths were allocated a
readabilitv value from a five-point scale. The alloca-
tions were purell' subjective.

Readability scale was:

1. Very casy to read, Excellent contrast between
dark rings and iight zones.

2. Easy to read. Good contrast betrveen dark
rings and light zones, but not quite as markecì
as in 1.

3. Readable. Very little contrast, but rinss still
apparent.

4. Reaclable with difficulty. Poor contrastl varia-
tion in incidence of light source was needed tc
make rings visible.

5. Unreadable.

Results of readability nted
(Table 1). As shown by per-
centage of otoliths in cat ofl-

TA,BIjE l: Percentage of otoliths in each readability category
and the total number of otoliths read for eu.h ,u-¡iling åeá.

Readability value
123+5Total

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) No. read

Fig, 3: An otolith broken and heated as described in

shore sampling areas-Cradock Channel and Te Ana-
puta-which may suggest that seasonal environ-
mental changes are more distinct there than in the
more sheltered waters of the inner Hauraki Gulf. In
all areas more than 60/o oÍ otoliths were in categories
1, 2, or 3, the actual figures being: Firth of Thames
64n/a, ColvíLle 73/o, Cradock Channel 79/o, and Te
r\naputa Bl/o. Less tlnan 7/o of otoliths in any area
fell into category 5, and there lvas only lo/o of this
category in the Te Anaputa sampling area.

Area

Firth of Thames
Colville
Crado:k Channel
Te Anapr ta

31 30 6 1096
35 23 4 1303
33 17 4 1001
30 18 I 762

20 13
21 17
25 2130 2t

t7



Fig. 4: Broken and heated otolit d caught in Cradock Channel. A: From z 1-year-old
male 20cm in fork length zrnd From a 2-year-old female 31crn in fork tength and
caught in March' C: From a cm in fork length and caught in August. T'lË outer
dark ring is close to the edge om the edge in A and C. Annual ring"s are laid down
during December in most specimens. The scale is the same for all three otoliths.
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Fig. 5: Broken and heated otoliths from red gurnard caught in Cradocl< Channel. A: From a 4-year-old female
43 cm in fcrk length and caught during August. B: From a S-year-old female 43 cm in fork length and
caught during March. C: From a 7-year-old femalc 34 crn in fork length and caught during December. The
outer dark ring is well in from the edge in A, close to the edge in B, and almost on the edge in C. Annual
rings are laid down during December in most specimens.
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r9ó8 1969

VALIDATION OF AGEING TBCHNIQUE

Otoliths taken from specimens caught each month
rçere examined, after preparation as described above,
and the position of the outer dark ring relative to
L¡oth the edge of the otolith and the dark ring inside
it was noted. In this way the width of the tight-
coloured grorvth zone laid down since the formation
of the last dark ring could be compared with the
u'idth of the light zone between the two outermost
dark rings. The outer light zone was narrow com-
pared rvith the inner light zone in otoliths from fish
caught in January and February and wide in oto-
liths from fish taken in August, September, and
October. Those otoliths taken from fish caueht in
l)ecember showed much variation in outer zone
rvidths, but were either very wide or very narrow.
most being narrow. This suggested that usually the
clark ring was laid down during late winter or spring
and becarne visible close to the edge of the otolith
during December, when light-coloured material was
deposited outside it. Those otoliths collected during
December which had a wide outer light zone pre-

Fig..6: Proporlion of outer light zone width to inner light zone width as a decimal fraction.
taken in the Colville area.)

1970

(Otoliths from specimens

surnablv had a dark ring on the edge, but this was
not apparent because no light-coloured material hacl
been deposited outside it to provide the contrast.

To quantify the above findings otoliths with a
readability value of I or 2 from the Colville and
Cradock Channel samþling areas \4/ere used to make
measurements, in eyepiece micrometer units, of the
widths of the outer light zone and the previous light
zone. The proportion of the outer zone width to the
inner was then calculated as a decimal fraction. The
mean values of the fractions for each month are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 to ilÌustrate the gradual
increase in the width of the outer light zone as the
year progresses. The highest values for these decimal
fractions were obtained from December samples.
Samples from September to December included not
only high values but some very low ones. When thel'
occurred together the number of specimens with high
values exceeded those with low values until Decem-
ber.

In combination the cessation of high values and
the onset of low values are judged to be sufficient
evidence to confirm the hypothesis that the dark

rl
b
b

Ø Growth since l9óz ring

E Growth since l9óB ring

mn Growth since t9ó9 rins

0)

o_
E
o

oz
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Ø Growth since l9ó7ring

l9ó8 l9ó9 1970

Fie. 7: Proportion of outer light zone width to inner light zone width as a decimal fraction' (Otoliths from specimens
"taken in the Cradock Channel area.)

rings are deposited annually and in most specimens

becãme visible in December. For this reason, and

because it was about the middle of the spawning

ens

was
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season (see the section "Reproduction"), a "birth-
day" of 1 December was chosen as the datum for all

a.ge information on red gurnard in this study'
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AGE AND

INTRODUCTION

The most commor
von Berraranor r,".-.i'liLi:î, iîJ*ïì;äilJl:

l¿ == L- (1 - " - K(t- to)) 
(1)

'i:":î"t:.ä,::î*;i 
"" indiriduar "t age t, L- is

and/,a.re..;;,;;;;,'i:i,liï:,*J".rf :i:t;,ïi,å.growth follor,r,ing this l¿rrv tr,"o."ti.iltf Ëj;.
If gron,th is to be examined in terms ol weieht,equation I ber:omes:

lL'¡:ll/- (l-r-I((t-to))j 
e)

where ¿¿,¿ is the u,eiqlt of an indii,.icìual at age t;T[* is the rheo¡eticat maxim"_ ;,;rì;;," 
"*", 

nr,and 1( and f,, are constant¡i as above.

l{here the weight of a fish is proportional to the
3th n¡*"1of its length, th" "*po.,i"ii,"îir.r,"" zrs replaced by the exponent n.

le
th¿
'rh

.4+
":t:- rwrth

thr

1/

Fir

Co

Cr

Tc

e the calculations. The
the computer enabled

u¡ate final estimate of K
hence it became unneces_

factor when calculating
Allen.

The birthdav of
the actual aeá of
.Specimens taken af
equal to
plus the
that dat u. ,l?, had elapsed since

rings on re' Thus a fish with two

was given the age: 
been caught on 7 ,|anuary

2-)
tr¿rl

fat
lhr
our

ral
fer
th¿

l)u
gr(
bei
cu

I)¿
1'l
gu
19

da
C}
gr(
at(

37

2 + _:2.10 years
365

, S"":r were kept separate during fitting as weredata from the different sampling areas. I)ata from
ll;^*f.]" slmytins.pe'io¿, nec",i¡;; 1r;, - MarchrJlu, were tncluded in the calculations

. ,t" lh: following section age and gror,l,rh are con-sidered in rerms of length only. o '

THE VON BE,RTALANFFY GROWTH
EQUATION

The von Bertala.nffy grorvth equation is usualll,fitted to age-length duiu"o., firh ;;;ì;;:W;;;;ptot, also cared ã w.lrford ril ii;J igãä, n,*o,¿1946, Beverton and Hoit 1957, rii.t* ié!ã, ar,,u,]oi969), but this method fru.' tfr" 
-ãiraäntage 

otrequiring data at equal interv"f, 
"f ti_". Thu, dutuon age 

_ 
and length from individual fish must beaveraged to provide mean length, fo" 

"u"h .ge sroup.Equal weighr is then placed i" ,lr" 
"";;; 

informa_

-t-t_1 
for each age group, despite a possibll, poorrepresentation of the vounq â;.1 ^,, ^'_^thl sampre, *nì.n 

"î"T'Jåt 
"";.""IÍ,.åïrffî:: i;their mean lengths. úrch info.mrìiìi'iJ'rrr"r"i.r"

lost.

Allen (1966) explained a leasr squares metliod forestimating the parameters l,_ , I{,'and i,,-ìnr.U nu,particular value becaur" it itu..r; ,.,o l;_ituUn.,, onthe spacing of observarions and gir"r-";;;i';eight tothe ageJength data from :ach specimen. This tech-nique has been used in this d;;.ììL"'atso de_

Results ' shr

,. 
As described by Allen (1966) , the g5,0/6 conficlencelimits for the constants are determined from theformula:

constant t /,r__, X S.E. (constant)

The 95% conûdence limits are presented inTable 3.

L
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No.

1782
15+

2666
746

F 642
M 1169

s.E. ¿æ

0.26
t.7 B

0.25
0.:4

0.+l
0.22

0.+29
0.166

0.123
-0.64+

'I'e Anaputa females. Ilowever, it should be noted

that only I54 rrrale fish were caught in the Firth of
'Ihames during the sampling period, compared with
444 for the next lowest total sample size for an area

(Te AnaPuta males) .

1'he Cradoi:k Channel males show the sÌowest post-

2-1'ear-old growth rate and also have the louest 1--
r,¿rlue of the eight growth (rurves. I believe that this

lact is closely Ìinked rvith the spawning behaviour of
the species in the Hauraki Gult r,vhich will be dis'
cussed later.

The growth curves in Fig. 8 also indicate that the

rate of growth for post-2-year-old fish, both male and

female, is considerably higher in the Firth of Thames
than in the Colville, Cradock Channel, and Te Ana-

ty between the

, this similaritY
e male growth

curves.

Because of these similarities and because trawl and
I)anish seine fishing are excluded from the Firth ol
'I-hames (these methods accounting for most of the
gurnard landings (New ZeaJand Marine Department
1956-71) ) it was thought appropriate to cornbine the
data on age and length from the Colville, Cradock
Channel, and Te Anaputa areas to provide combined
growth curves for each sex which would be appropri-
ate for the analyses in later sections of this bulletin.

The curves calculated for the combined areas aÍe
shown (Fig. 9), the Firth of Thames growth curves
being included for comparison. The equations for
these growth curyes are:

Female

Male

I¡:36'4 (l - , -0'641(t -0'18e)) cm

h -- 2B.B (I - u -os6e(',+os52)) cm

Firih of Thqmes

Colville

Crodock Chonnel

Te Anoputo

Firth of Thomes

Colville

Crodock Chonnel

Te Anoputo

5ó7
Age group (yeors)

Fig. B: Von Bertalanffy growth curves for red gurnarcl
Írom different sampling areas in the Hauraki Gulf
(sexes separate).

'Iharnes males approxinrates that for combined
females and the cun'e for Firth of Tharnes females
shows a higher growth rate and L- than that for
combined females.

^34E
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As rvould be expected, the growth tate and I'- f<>r

the combinecl male ðatz are less tban those for the
combined female data. The grorvth curve for Firth of

1ABLE 2: Calculated values and their standard errors for the constants in the von Bertalanffy growth equations for each area.

ts S.E. ¿o K S,B. KArea Sex

Firth of Thames F
M

Cradock Channel

Te Ana.puta

Colville 
il,

F
M

Lú)

43.1
36.4

37.2
32.3

35.7
27.t

0.0289
0.1 5B

0.0+2+
0.140

0.585
0.551

0.631
0.37+

0.0146
o.0947

0.0469
0.0520

0.597 0.0195
0.+34 0.0352

0.729 0.06+9
0.630 0.0651

517 35.7 0.36
44+ 30.5 0.60

0.+l+ 0.1+l
-0.768 0.268

0.126
0.386

0.2+6
- 1.375

5ó7
Age group (yeors)
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-2.136, 0.614

K
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Fig. 9: Von Bertalanffy growth curves for the combineclHauraki Gutf areas á"ä t..'ir,""it;;f;i i;"_"..

COI{PARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
ON THE SPECIBS

Staples (1967) studied age and growth of the red
gurnard^with six samples from pegasus Bay, east coastol the South Island, taken over" a Z_^ántn period
cluring summer and autumn. I{e found no differences
between the growth of males and females. i_fhi, 

"or,,_clusion was based on a comparison of mean lengthsat each age for a sample of tb6 females and 32 malesfrom five age groups; two of the male age groups
were represented by only one fish each.

Staples determined values for the constants in thevon Bertalanffy growth equation by a Walford plot,
usins values of mean fork length io. 

"u.f, ,g.. fn"rnean fork length values were determined by a backcalculation technique applied to otolith urrr,lrut ,;rrg

Age group (yeors)

Fig. 10: Von Bertalanffy growth curves for red gurnard!9p p_egasus B"y (írafiã. 'igòil,'ï;ii.*' 
and EasrChina Seas lyunókawa igol l.-u"á,Huuruîì crlr 

"orr,_bined areas.'

radii measurements. The von Bertaianffy growth
equation so calculated was;

l¡-_57.04 (1 - n-0.31s(t-0.336)) cm

tlî:,r'aìLes, of l*-, K, and, t0, may be compared
wrth those I found. The growth ..rr,," fo. pegasus Bayred gurnard is shown ;n n;g. 10 with the HaurakiGulf combined areas male arrä female g.å_,h curyes.

_ Comparison of the present results with those ofS,taples makes it apparent that red gr.nura f.o.regasus bay have a higher growth raie and larger

the von Bertalanfiy growth equations for each area.

TABLB 3: 95/o confidence limih for the constanrs in

Area Sex

Firth of Thames F
M

Colville

Cradock Channel

Te Anaputa

F
M

F
M

F
M

I Eosl Chino Seos

*x)fY-'' -:-," -- sól

4567
Age group (yeors)

t_
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L^ than those from the Hauraki Gulf, This raises

thi question of how real is the magnitude of the dif-

Lercicp between the two areas, I consider that the

magnitude may be overestimated owing to the re-

striðted sampling in Staples's study. HoweverJ com-

oarison of the length-frequency distribution of

btaples's samples with that of samples from the Hau-
raki Gulf shows that a gfeatü number of large fish,

that is, over 40 cm in fork length, are taken in
Pegasus Bay, which indicates either that the fish are

Arowing faster or are surviving to an older age.

Étaples's age analysis lends support to the first alterna-
tive.

The same species, Chelidonichthys kumu., also

occurs in the East China and Yellow Seas. Yuno-
liawa (1961), studying age and growth of coastal
populations in those areas, calculated values for the
parameters in the von Bertalanffy growth equation
as follows:

l¡: 54'82 (l - , -o'4e1(t -o'2s6)) cm

T'he curve corresponding to this equation is also

shown in Fig. i0. The curve compares more closely
with that calculated by Staples for Pegasus Bay
red gurnard than it does for the Hauraki Gulf popu-
Iation. Up to age 2 years the growth rate of the
Japanese fish is apparently more rapid than that of
the Pegasus Bay fish, llowever, Yunokawa gives no
information on the numbers of specimens in each age
group in his samples, nor any information on length
lrequency or possible sexual differences.

Fisheries literature contains many statements that
fish of the same species tend to be smaller in warmer
waters than in cooler waters, but that they tend

initially to grow faster in wan:rner waters. Beverton
and Holt (1959, page 167) note: "Differences in
environmental temperature a"ffect both K and
.I-- ; thus with an increa.se in water temperature K
inTráur", roughly proportionally with the logarithm of
temperature and L- decreases, but to a lesser

extent , , ."

The differences in growth rate and .L- between
the Pegasus Bay and Hauraki Gulf red gurnard may
therefore simply be a result of temperature differences
associated with the diflerence in latitude (7o) between
the two areas. Ilowever, the growth differences are
large; so other factors may be involved, such as com-
petition-both intraspecifi c and interspecifi c.

The Hauraki Gulf red gurnard may be under-
exploited because of t}le strong preference in the
commercial fishery there for snapper (Chrysoþhry.t
uuratus). This preference could mean that intra-
specific competition in gurnard is high because of a
relatively low fishing mortality. Alternatively, there
may be high interspecific competition between g'ur-
nard and snapper. Stocks of snapper in the Hauraki
Gulf are the largest in New Zealand waters' and this
species is caught on mainly the same grounds as red
gurnard. Godfriaux (1969, 1970) showed that snapper
and red gurnard feed on almost the same food items,

',vith crustaceans, especially Brachyura, being the most
important group in the food of both species' By com-
parison snapper are relatively uncommon in waters

south of Cook Strait and no other species occurs with
an equivalent abundance to provide the same level of
interspecific competition with the red gurnard' There-
fore the competition for food offered by the snaPper

is suggested as. an important factor in the reduced

growth rate and I- of the Hauraki Gulf red gurnard
population.
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POPULATION

LENGTH.FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
IN THE SAMPLES

Length-frequency polygons for each sex in each of
the monthly samples are shown (Figs. 114-D).

STRUCTURE

The diflerent length-frequency distributions of
males and females are immediately obvious, the males
mostly being distributed at the lower end of the
length range. Generally the largest fish came from
the Firth of Thames, and they were female. Also

(cm)
2s 3c

Length

l-is' tlA: Lenet¡-frecuen-cy distributions by sex for each of the monthly samples from theFirth or Thãmes 
""¿ ró,;;;rhrt;;-p'r; r";"b"-ä;d; iôi8";;ä"lunuu,y te6e rromcolville' Those for females are shown in white 

".d th.;;Ì; 
"raã, 

T"ilå.t.

o]-!:el:g?-- -¡.-.-'-.---

Length (cm)
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Fig. 118: Length-frequency distributions by sex for each of the monthly samples
from Colville from February 1969 to March 1970. Those for fema.les are shown
in white and those for males in black.
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Te Anoputo

l0

r0 15 20 '25 30 35 40 45

Length (cm)

Fig. 11D: Length-frequency distributions by sex for each-of the monthly samples f¡om Te Anaputa. Those

Ïor females aie .howt in'white and thosé for ma.les in black'

immediately obvious are the varying sex ratios with
geographic ¿¡s¿-rnalss being only a small proportion
of the total catches in the Firth of Thames, a larger
propo,rtion in the Colville àrea,, and generally domi-
nant in Cradock Channel. The sexes were about even
in the Te Anaputa area. Thus sex ratios changed
v'ith depth, the proportion of males increasing with
increase in depth. (The subject of sex ratios and the
implications of change in sex ratio with time of year
are discussed further in the section "Reproduction".)

Figures 114-D also show that the length-frequency
method of separating age groups was unsatisfactory
for the present data.

AGE STRUCTURE

Figures 12 and 13 sh occul-
rence of age groups for nd for
the unweighted total of t ezch

sex during the 12-month period December 1968 to
November 1969. The December to'November period
was chosen for a complete year of sampling data
L-,ecause 1 December had been taken as the birthdav
of red gurnard in the Hauraki Gulf (see the section

"Otoliths and Age Determination") and hence all

fish of a given age group belonged to the same year

class for the whole of the period.
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Females of age group 3 * were the dominant group
in all areas except Colville, where age group 2 *
represented a slightly higher percentage (Fig. 12).
The dominance of 2-year-old fish in the area may be
an indication that it is close to a nursery ground (see

the section "Reproduction" ) . For male fish the dorni-
nant age group in all areas was the 2I age group.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that females are
fully recruited on to the trawling and Danish seining
grounds by age 3 years and that the males are fully
recruited a year earlier at age 2 years. Further, the
occurrence of 1- and 2-year-old females and 1-year-
old males (in the Colville area) on the trawling and
Danish seining grounds suggests that recruitment is

gradual. (The age of recruitment to the fishing
grounds is the age at which the fish move from the
nursery ground to the fishing ground and is distinct
from age at entry to the fishery, which is the age at
which they become vulnerable to the fishing gea.r in
use. See the section "Yield per Recruit Isopleth
Diagrams".)

Young of the year, the 0 -l age group, of both sexes

were totally absent from the Cradock Channel and

45678910>lO
Age group

Yeor closs

Te Anaputa sampling areas. A small percentage of
both males and females of the age group were present
jn the Colville area, antd a small percentage of
females were also present in the Firth of Thames,
males of the age group being absent from this latter
area also.

There is some indication that the 1964 year class,

S-year-olcls in 1969, was a dominant year class. It
represented a higher percentage of the catch of
females than did the 1965 year class in the Colville
and Te Anaputa areas and only a slightiy lorver
percentage in the Firth of Thames. Similarly, nrales
oI the 1964 year class were more numerous tharr
those of the 1965 year class in the Cradock Channel
and Te Anaputa areas.

Males of the 1963 year class, 6-year-olds in 1969,

were in turn slightly more abundant than males of
the 1964 year class in Cradock Channel, and 6-year-
old females were about equally abundant to 4-year-
old females in the Te Anaputa area.

q\ulcî=o.E383Ë3
Yeor closs

s

(
(

l
I

I

Fig. 13: Percentage of occurrence ofage groups, unr,r'eighted total of all areas, for the l2-month
period December 1968 to November 1969.
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These ligures suggest that a constant rate of re-

cruitment is unlikely for the species in the l{auraki
Gulf.

The percentage distribution of age groups for the
unweighted total of all areas combined (Fig. 13) con-
firms that females are fully recruited on to the trawl-
ing grounds at age 3 and males at age 2. The domin-
ance ol age group 5, the 1964 1'ear class, is also noted
for the females.

Table 4 shows the mean annual catch rate per
area, and unweishted mean of all areas combined, of
age groups in nurnbers per hour of trawling for each
sampling area and sex during the 12-month period
f)ecember 1968 to November 1969. The mean annual
catch rate of an age group and sex in an area is
simply the total number of fish of the age group and
sex caught during the 72 months divided by the total
number of hours trawled in the area during the
period.

The value of the table and figures is in illustrating
the relative abundance of age groups between areas
within sexes and between sexes within areas.

Distinct differences in catch rates for individual
age groups were extremely obvious between areas and
sexes, and some anoma-tries occurred. Whereas the
catch rates o1 l-, 2-, and 3-year-old females in the
Colville area were much greater than those in the
Firth of Thames, the catch rate of 4-year-olds in the
Colville area lvas slightly less than that in the Firth
of Thames. For age groups 6 and older the catch
rates were not greatly different between the areas.

Similarl;', though 2-year-old males in Cradock Chan-
nel outnumbered those in the Colville area,4-yeat-old
males in the latter area were more abundant than
the same age group in Cradock Channel.

TABLE 4: Mean annual catch rate (numben per hour
trawled) of age gro,ups for each area, a.nd the unweighted
mean annual catch rate of all areas com,bined, for each sex
during l2-month period Decomber 1968 to November 1969.

Ag" Firth of
group Thames

Unweighted
mean annual

catch rate,
Cradock Te all areas

Colville Channel Anaputa combined

FEMAIE

0 0.03 0.15 0 0
I 3.76 16.72 0.05 0.54
2 t3.88 42.70 2.83 2.94
3 27 .16 +0.27 4,6+ 3 .5'7
+ 6.22 5.90 l.+5 0.97
5 5.95 10.29 0.76 1.74
6 2.55 2.90 0.50 0.94
7 0.s+ 1.33 0.33 0.31
B 0.40 0.19 0.+3 0.20
9 0.50 0.19 0.10 0.+3

10 0.37 0.19 0 0.17
> 10 0.37 0.08 0.12 0.20

MALE

00
0.93 0.60
13.60 3.57
4.71 2.t7
0.79 0.83
1.02 0.97
1.07 0.66
0.s2 0.t+
0.31 0.23
0.29 0.09
0.12 0
0.17 0.06

0 0 0.08
1 1.04 8.65
2 2.tB 12.61
3 1.+8 5.52
4 0.27 3.85
5 0.03 1.90
6 0.03 0.61
7 0 0.15
B 0 0.34
9 0 0.08

10 0 0
>10 0 0

0.04
4.++

13.20
16.+3

4.06
1.55
0.5 7

0.32
0.29
0.17
0.19

0.02
2.39
8.2 1

3.+B
1.29
0.96
0.64
0.23
0.2:3
0.13
0.04
0.07

Hours of
fishing 29.75 26.25

TotaI
42.00 35.00 133.00

The variations in mean annual catch rates between
areas are probably due to the reproductive behaviour
of -the specieg including spawning migrations and
drift of éggs and lawae, which are discussed in the
section "Reproductiont',
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MORTALITY

INTRODUCTION

The mortality of individual year classes bet',t'een
years couìd not be studied directly because clata on
the relative abundance of year classes during at least
2 successive years were not available. Therefore the
relative age composition of the catch in 1 year has
been used in catch curves (Ricker l95B) to make
estimates of total mortality. Catch curves are piots
of log frequency, or log relative abundance, against
age group.

ft is assumed that the population of red gurnarrì
is continuous over the whole range of the sampling
areas and that the catch per unit effort figures repre-
sent local abundance (see the section "Reproduc-
tion" ) .

Because of the distinct difference in catch rates
between areas (Table 4) f have used a ueighted
mean annual catch rate (numbers per hour trawled)
oI each age group as the measure of relative abund-
ance in the present calculations.

Data were weighted as follows (see Table 5 for
details) : The catch rate of indivicluals of all age
groups r.r'as summed for each area and sex. These
figures were then divided by the total number of
hours fished in each area during the l2-month period
to provide the mean annual catch per hour (num-
bers) of individuals of all age groups for each area
and sex. Separate weighting factors fo,r males and
females in each area were then calculated by taking
the lowest mean arìnual catch rate for each sex and
dividing the value into the other mean annual catch
rate figures for the same sex. The lowest rnean annual
catch rate then had a weighting factor of 1 and the
other catch rates had weighting factors equal to the
quotients, This provided the eight weighting factors
(four for each sex) shown in Table 5.

In addition to the weighting factors themselves
Table 5 shows that the mean annual catch rates of
females (all age groups combined) in the Cradock
Channel and Te Anaputa areas ìMere almost equal
and only one-tenth of that in the Colville area. The
mean annual catch rate of fema-les in the Firth of
Thames was, in turn, half of the Colville rate.

The lowest mean annual catch rate of males (all
age groups combined) r¡'as in the Firth of Thames,
the figure being almost ha,lf of the Te Anaputa late,
which was in turn less tnlan half of the Cradock
Channel mean amual catch rate. The Cradock
Channel figure was two-thirds of that for Colville.

AND SURVIVAL

The weighting factors were applied in the follow-
ing manner to provide'truly representative average
câtch rates for each age and sex: with the sexes kept
separate, the mean annual catch per hour of each
age group in each area was multiplied by the weight-
ing factor for the area and sex and the products were
summed over the areas and sexes within each age
group. The sums were then divided by the sum of
the weighting factors for each sex to provide weighted
mean annual catch per hour figures for each age

group of each sex. fn mathematical notation this may
be represented by:

2(Pnu R¡¡,,)

çRu
2Pn

where ¿' is sex, f is the age group, ,t is the sampling
atea,

CÆ is the weighted mean annual catch rate
(numbers per hour) ,

P is the weighting factor,
rR is the mean annual catch per hour (num-

bers) .

TABLE 5: Calculation of wøighting factors for the 12 months'
age-frequency dafa, December 1968 to November 1969.

Tr

m
bi
cr
cc

to
ca

th
al
ol
ol

ir

sl

l¿

li

Total No.
of fish of
all ages

Area caught

Firth of
Thames 1837

Colville 317 4

Cradock
Channel 430

Te Anaputa +21

Firth of
Thames

Colville

Cradock
Channel

Te Anaputa

Mean annual
catch rate

Total (total No.
trawling all ages/h Weighting
time (h) trawled) factor

FEMALE

150

BB7

9BB

326

29.7 5

26.25

61.75

120.91

42.00 rr.67

35.00 12,03

MALE

29.75 5.0+

26.25 33.79

42.00

35.00

23.52

9.31

5.29

10.36

1.00

1.03

1.00

b. /u

4.67

1. B5

larger catch/h
Weighting factor : (per sex)

least catchlh

3+



follow-
Lverage

es kept
,f each
veight-
ts were
:h age

ium of
:ighted
:h age

is may

ronths'
969.

S'â - 0.037

95/o confrdence limits lor Z: 0.52 <Z< 0,69

TABLE 6: Mean annual catch rate (numbers per hour trawled) for each area and sex and the weighted mean annual catch
rate per age ol all areas combined with the logs of the values and their percentage distribution,

Mean annual catch rate
(No./h)

Colville Cradock Channel

Relative abundance (weighted mean
annual catch rate (No./h))

The results of these calculatiorx are presented in
Table 6 in the column headed N,

These results may be compared with the unweighted

mearì annual catch per hour figures for all areas com-

bined in Table 4. The changes, apart from the in-
creased catch rate of individuals of all age groups

combined, are not great, but are still very important
to the estimation of total mortality. The main changes

caused by weighting have been to increase further
the catch rate of 1-year-old females over that of 4-

and S-year-old females and to raise the catch rate
of l-year-old males to the same level as that of 3-year-
old males.

The log relative abundance of each age group used
in the catch curyes is also presented in Table 6.

MORTALITY AND SURVIVAL RATES

Separate catch curves for males and females are
shown (Fig. 14). The important points in the ca,lcu-

lation of mortaJity are those of the descending right
limit of the catch curve-ase 3 to older than 10 for

Age group Firth of Thames

0.03
J- to

1 3.BB
27.16
6.22
5.95
2.55
0.54
0.40
0.50
0.37.
0.37.

5.2,9

0
1.04
2.tB
1.+B
0.27
0.03
0.03
0
0
0
0
0

1.00

females and age 2 to older than 10 for males-and
further discussion is limited to these data.

The points are well scattered, especially for fema,les.
u,hich reflects probable variation in recruitment. The
points were tested for curvilinearity with orthogonal
polynomials (Bruning and Kintz 1968, Sokal and
Rohlf 1969) and the quadratic term was found to be
not significant in both sexes.

Strai.qht line regressions were then fitted to the
<lata on each sex, the slope of the line being equal to
- Z (w,here Z is the estimate of the total instan-
taneous mortality coeficient). Standard errors (S¡)
and 95/o confidence limits for the resression coeffici-
ents, the sample estimates of. -2, were calculated.

tr'emale

y '- +.83 - 0.65X
z'- 0.65

S; - 0.074

95/o confrdence limits for Z: 0.48 < Z < 0.83

Ir4ale

v -3,33 -0.60X
2 - o.ao

)36

.00

.03

.00

.70

.67

.85

0
I
2
5
4
5
6
7
B

9
10

>10

0
1

2
5
4
5
6

o

9
10

>10

Weighting
factor:

Weighting
factor:

0.l5
16.7'2
42.70
+0.27

5.90
10.29
2.90
I.JJ
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.08

10.36 1.00

FEMALE

0
0.05
2.83
4.64
1.+5
0.76
0.50
0.33
0.+3
0.10
0
0.12

MALE

0
0.93

13.60
4.7 |
0.79
t.t2
1.07
0.52
0.31
0.29
0.12
0.t7

4.67

Te Anaputa

0
o.54
2.94
3.57
0.97
r.74
0.94
0.31
0.20
0.+3
0.1 7
0.20

1.03

0
0.60
3.57
2.17
0.83
0.97
0.66
0.14
0.23
0.09
0
0.06

1.85

log, lV

- 2.302 585
2.394 252
3.384 7t29
3.+7 t 656
1.697 449
2.073 172
0.936 093

- 0.020 203
- 1.309 333

-1.2,37 87+
- 1.469 676
- 1.714 798

0.08
8.65

12.61
5.5'2
3.85
1.90
0.61
0. l5
0.34
0.08
0
0

6.70

N

0.10
10.96
29.51
32.t9
5.+6
7.95
2.55
0.98
o.27
0.29
0.23
0.18

0.04
4.53

1 1.03
4.53
2.20
1.36
o.73
0.26
0.29
0.1,4
0.04
0.06

%

0.11
12.09
32.55
35.50

6.02
8.77
2.Bl
l.0B
0.30
0.32
0.25
0.20

0.16
17.97
43.7 5
17.97
8.73
5.3,9
2.90
1.03
1.15
0.55
0.16
o.24

-3.218 876
t.5t0 722
2.400 619
r.510 722
0.788 457
0.307 485

-o.3t+ 7'11

-1.347 07+
- 1.237 874

-1.966 113

-3.218 876
-2.8t3 +lt
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The relationship between S, the fraction of an age
group surviving from 1 year to the next, and Z is:

e': J

or Z -log" !
Therefore, survival rates for each sex are:

9 ',to >t0

Female S - 0.52; male S - 0.55

IJnfortunately, separate estimates of the natural
and fishing mortality coefficients could not be deter-
mined, as relevant data such as tag returns ancl
c.hange in total mortality associated with change in
fishing intensity were not available.

Fig. 14: Catch curves. Relative abundance has been derived as discussed in the text.



I-,ENGTH.\ryEIGHT RELATIONSHIPS AND CONDITION

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The literature on length-weight relationships and

condition has been well reviewed in other Papeñi,

notably that of Le Cren (1951).

'fhe mathematical relationship between lengh and

rveight in most fish can be described by a formula o[

the tYPe:

W-aLb

where W is weight, -L is length, anð' a and b ate

constants (the value of ó usually varying about 3).

For ease of analysis by straight-line regression

methods, equation 3 is best converted into its logarith-

mic form:

IogW-\oga*b.logL.. (4)

rvhere b represents the slope of the regression line

and log ¿ its elevation on the log I axis'

Values ol b and log a in equation 4 can be calcu-

lated for any set of data by the method of least

squares. The expected weight of a fish at a given
length can then be determined. llowever, individual
variations from the theoretical weights so calculated
are bound to occur and it is these variations in weight
for length which are the important considerations in
the study of condition.

Where data are available on weight and length for
a larse number of fish which may be grouped by sex,

sampling area, and time of year when caught, as in
the present study, the statistical method of alalysis
of covariance can be employed to make the fullest
use of the information available. The analysis of co-
variance is essentìally a statistical comparison of sub-
group regression equations and was apparently first
a.pplied to fish length-weight data by Le Cren in 1951
(Cassie 1957).

The body weights of gutted fish were used in the
present study in an attempt to eliminate the effects

of stomach contents and size of gonad (according to
its stage of development) on the actual weight of
bone and muscle in the fish. I suggest that the condi-
tion of a fish in terms of its capacity for survival and
reproduction is better measured by weight of muscle

and bone alone than by these plus viscera.

The following analyses of covariance between sub-
groups were made (according to the method of
Snedecor and Cochran (1967)) to determine whether

a common slope (regression coefficient) could be used
for all subgroups as tested:

1. Between sexes, all data combined, to test whether
all data on both sexes could be combined under
one common regression coefficient.

2. Between areas and months within sexes, to test
whether all data on each sex could be combined
under one common regression coefficient for each

sex. ^

3. Between monthsf within areas and sexes, to test

whether monthly data on each area ¿n d sex could
be combined under one common regression co-

efficient {or each area and sex.

4. Between areas and sexes, data for all months com-
bined (within each area and sex) .

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES OF

COVARIANCE

The analyses of covariance rejected the hypothesis

of common slope for the subgroups as tested in all
cases except for data on male fish from the Firth of
'I'hames in analysis 3. These results meant that the
estimates of a-adjusted means-could not be used as

measures of relative condition,

However, analysis 4 did provide a common regres-

sion equation with the least mean square deviation
from regression for all the length-weight data. The
comrnon regression equation for all length-weight
data is:

log tr4/ :2.99 log L - 2.001 ,S; - 0.0065

or I,/ - 0.009 98 L2'ee

where 56 is the estimate of standard deviation of
regression coefficient (b), W is weight (g), and Z is
length (cm) . Mean square deviation from regression,
Sy.,:0.001 75.

(3)

+

-
'10

al
r-
d
n

* (monthly ngth-
re than 9 were
tests for were
analyses. each

weighed sample is shown in Tal:le 7.

tBetween months included testing between tl'e same month
in difierent years.
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.THE VON BERTALANFFY EQUATION FOR
RATE OF GROWTH BY WBIGHT

The growth equations most likely to be t¡.pical of
red gurnard on the commercial grounds of ihe Hau-
raki Gulf are those calculatgd for each sex from the
data for the Colville, Cradock Channel, and Te Ana-
puta areas combined. Values for the constants in

F- | -l- - r- i- - r/'1"'.n,"1- 
-t--l--J--

these equations were given in the section ,,Age and
Growth".

. Th: von^ Bertalanfly equations for rate of growth
in weight for the combinéd areas are therefore:

Iemale
w¡:469 (l - ,-0'647(t -0'1se))3 g

I{ale
wt:233 (l - , -o.s6e(t+o.ss2))s g

K, and /o in the above equa-
the Beverton and Holt yield
"Yjeld per Recruit fsopleth

Firth of Thomes

Mole

-1'-'--1--11"F-+-J---F-l-

F

1970
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RELATIVB CONDITION BY RATIO OF
OBSERVBD TO BXPECTED WBIGHT

Because adjusted mean weights had been rejected
as measures of relative condition by the analyses of
covariance, it was decided to calculate relative con-
dition factors, K¿, after Le Cren (1951) :

W
Rb---

aLb

condition easily identified. Values for the constants
a and b have already been found; a:0.00g98,
b - 2.99, the values for the common regression for
all red gurnard length-weight data.

\,{onthly mean values of I{o (Ko) and their 95/o
confidence limits were then calculated for each area
and sex. The results are shown in Fig. 15. The con-
fidence limits are based on the sample standard devia-
tion of K¿.

R.esults

Figure 15 shovvs that the mean monthly relative
condition factors lacked any distinct seasonal trend.

close. The only statement that can be made with
some confidence is that before the spawning season,
that is, during March, April, and May, the values
ol K¿ showed less variation between months than
they did during and after the spawning season.

(5)

s

I
s

î

SI

t
a

o

Wor l(¡: 
^ (6)
W

where ¿ and b are the constants of gquations 3 and 4,
W is The ob-.en'ed weight, and, fu is the expected
rveight of a fish of length L

Although no measure of relative condition can be
entirely independent of length (see Cassie 1957), the
efiects of different length frequencies in the samples
can be reduced by using Le Cren's K¿.

The relative condition lactor, K6, has an expecta-
tion of 1, which makes higher and lower values of

c
S

d

c

Femole

1.08

c

d

l

e

1

++ I

t,++I
+++

Fig. 16: Mean relative condition fac-
tor, Kt, and g5/o confidence inter-
val of Kt per gonad stage.

67812-8

Stoges of gonod moturity

3-4
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GONAD MATURITY AND CONDITION

FACTOR

(The criteria for defining stages of gonad develop-
ment are described in "Reproduction".)

a"s measures of relative condition.

However, the common regression equations for
each sex calculated in the analyses of covariance were
still the best least squares fit for all the length-r'r'eþht
clata on each sex *-h".t gtorp"d by gonad stage. The
common regression equations are:

Female

Iogl4 .- 3.03log L - 2.048 'Si - 0'0102

or I'lz : 0.008 95 ¿3'03

Male

TogIl - 2.96log¿ - 1.950 S¡:0'0161

or W :0.0112 L2e6

The constants ¿ and å (equations 3 and 4) in these

common regression equations for male and female

clata were used to calculate relative condition factors,

K¿ (equation 5).

The mean values of K¿ for each gonad stage oi

eech sex (K-¿) and the 95oþ confidence limits of the

F¿'s are shown graphically in Fig. 16.

DISCUSSION

to spent. Thus, though the weight of gonad material

had been removed from the length-weight data b¡'

gutting to minimise the variations in weight for

length with stage of gonad maturity, the effect on

actual body weight caused by the gonad cycle was

significant.

The magnitude of variation in relative condition

rvith stage of gonad development was found to be

less in male fish than in female fish (see Fig. 16)'

Further, the female fish in best condition were those

at stage 4, and the male fish in best condition were at

stage 5. The 95aþ confidence interval of K¡ for stage 4

females \ ¡as very large, which indicated a great range

of condition among individuals of the stage. It seems

reasonable to suggest that the sharp drop from peak

condition in females as they became gravid was due

to their using food and food reselves for the deposi-

tion of volk in the ova at the expense of building up

sornatic tissue. The male fish in the meantime were

able to continue to increase in condition because the

development of spermatozoa p\àced less demand on

their metabolism. Only a slight drop in condition was

noted in both sexes as they passed from the gravid to

the ripe stage, and this r'ry'as followed by a more

marked decrease in condition as they became spent'

ln females the lowest mean relative condition factor

was shown by spent fish and in males it was found

during stages 2-8-maturing virgin, recovering spent,

andf or resting.

In summary, the results of calculating the monthly

-Kr', fo, each area and sex and the K¿'s for each

that condition
develoPment in
e erratic nature
n with time of
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REPRODUCTION

DETERMINATION OF STAGE OF GONAD
MATURITY BY FIELD EXAMINATION

The gonads were readily visible in all but the
was
Iuy

:il:
s.

From each monthly sample the gonads of five fishof each sex in each l-cm length gdrp ;;;" examined
etermine their stage of maturity.
ty stages was based on that de_
(1965). This is an eight-point

rvhoreancrconditionSiîrJ'"*il:".i:råîåi.":,3
considered.

Some modifications were made to the original scaleto make it more readily 
_applicable to-;Ir" present

:T-:]" Size of g.onad ielaiive to ""f"_" of body
:1:iZ *r,r,"ot easily assessed in the red grrrnard, anáconslderable variation was apparent betleen fish atthe same_stage of maturity. ifr"r"f*",ifroìrgh it *u,noted, relative volume of gonad _ur'rroiàorrsidered
as a vital criterion during stãging. Testissiaees Z and 4of Laevastu's scale -"r"".orñbii"d ;;;;;"""e stage,3-4, because of the difficutty lr, ,"puruti.rg it "_ Sl_ilarly, testis 

-stages 2 and g *"r" 
"o_Bl.r"d ir.,o usingle stage, 2-8.

Ovaries and testes were easily distinguished in thelarger specimens. The ovaries or"r" u"ri, näcid com_pared with the firm testes, and th" pirr'k_."à throughtg ,orange coloration strongly contrasted with thepinkish white to .r"u* of the testes. The well-developecl^ blood supply rvvas utro á-îorì obviousrearure ot the or.aries. In small virgin specimens,
where both ovaries and testes *"." ;i;:;jrent, the

,Obviously there was a lower limit to the size atwhich sexes could be distinguished. In the .åä g.rrrru.athis was about the 13-cm ó 15_cm fork i*jrn .rng".
I:::rO some,.specimens raken in this ång" urrd.Detow were readily sexed.

Stages of gonad maturity in females are:
Stage 1. Virgin: Ovary wery small; transparentr

colourless to pink; often found dorsal tolateral arrn of swim bladd", u.rd .lor"
under the vertebral column.

Stage 2. Maturing virgin a
Ovary translucent;
single eggs may be
glass.

stage 3' 3 ,å'ä::'riiì]i.ï;:;;
ye granules apparent to
th

Stage 4. Develope
retairring
cernible;
have not
uneven appearance. Ovaries have enlargecl
to fill about half of the body cavity.

roe runs when slight pressuïe is applied.

Stage 8. empty, but regaining its
taut appearance; red. A
stage of reabsorption may

Stages of gonad maturity in males are:

Stage L Virgin: Testis very small; transparent,
colourless to pink; often found dorsal to
lateral arm of swim bladder and close
under the vertebral column.

Stage 2-8. IVlaturing virgin, recovering spent, and/or
resting: Testis translucent, creamy white,
small, very nanow and anguìar.
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Stage 3-4. Developing andf or developed: Testis be-
coming swollen; may be slightly lobular.
Blood capillaries give an overall pink color-
ation through the whole length. No milt
drops appear when the testis is cut and
squeezed.

Srage 5. Gravid: Testis swollen; uniformly milky
white in àppeara;rrce. Milt drops appear
when the testis is cut and squeezed.

Stage 6. Ripe or spawning: Testis remains swollen
and whitish anteriorly and a rather short
length of the posterior part is cream
coloured owing to the collection of milt.
Milt runs when slight pressure is applied.

Stage 7. Spent: Testis has a dried, somewhat shriv-
elled appearance. Some milt still remains
in the posterior "sac".

To my knowledge there is no published account
of any other triglid species which describes all the
stages of gonad maturity passed through during the
annual cycle of gonad development. However, Mar-
shall (1946) published some information on the
appearance of ripe or spawning ovaries in Prionotus
carolinus and P. euolans strigatus, both of which
appeared similar.

lle wrote (page I24): "The appearance of the
ovaries contributes to an understanding of their
spawning. Variability of egg size and development is
conspicuous throushout [the ovary]. The largest eggs,
whether ripe or partially so, are not grouped but are
scattered amongst less developed eggs of diverse sizes.
Correlated with this is the fact that few eggs are ripe
at any one time and the breeding season is somewhat
prolonged." This information agrees with the appear-
ance of stage 6 ovaries in Chelidonichthys kumu, as
noted above.

Fulton (1899), discussing grey gurnard, Trigla
gurnardus, wrote (page 227): ,,.. . it is known frãm
the condition of the ovaries and the comparativelv
small proportion of eggs that become matured at the
same time that the period in many cases for all the
eggs to be shed is considerable". These published
accounts and my observations suggest that partial
spawning over a period is common among triglids.

IVTATURITY INDICES

Body weight and gonad weight were measured
separately during sampling (see "Sampling Method").
'Ihe gonad rveight of male fish was a very small per-
centage of the body weight at all stages of gonad
maturity, being highest for males at maturity stages
5 and 6, when it was about I/o of the body weight.
Therefore, except for males at these stages of matur-
ity, the spring balance used to weigh gonads was not

sufficiently sensitive to make measures of maturity
index for males realistic. Similarly, the gonad weights
of virgin females were very small percentages of their
body weights, and maturity indices for these fish, also,
could not be calculated with any accrûacy.

Because of the above limitations, maturity indices
were calculated only for sexually mature females and
males at gonad stages 5 and 6. Individual maturity
indices were calculatecl from the formula:

Gonad weight
Maturityindex: X 100

Body weight

The following calculations were made:

1. Individual maturity indices.

2. Mean maturity indices per gonad stage and
standard deviations of the means per monthly
sample.

3. Grand mean maturity indices per gonad stage
and standard deviations for the means for all
data from the different months combined.

Sexes and sampling areas were kept separate during
the calculations.

Because of the long spawning seâson and migratory
behaviour, fish at difierent stages of gonad maturity
were taken together during a number of months (see

below) . Therefore the mean maturity index of the
catch in aîy area during any month was not a good

measure of thè pattern of spawning activity in the
red gurnard population. llowever, maturity indices
were used to support the reliability of visual deter-
mination of the stages of gonad maturity for sexualll'
mature females and mature males at gonad stages

5 and 6. Fish of the one sex at the same stage of
gonad maturity, from different months, within samp-

ling areas were combined to provide the information
in Table B.

Table B shows that mean maturity indices for
females increase gradually during stages 2 to 5, reach-
irrg a maximum for ripe (stage 6) fish, then drop
sharply as the fish become spent. The greatest range

of maturity indices occurred among ripe fish and is

probably the result of partial spawning. The fact that
few ripe eggs occurred in the ovaries at 

^ny 
one time

further supports the suggestion that red gurnard are

partial spawners. The large range of maturity indices
recorded for ripe females may therefore be caused

by already partially spent fish being classified as ripe.
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TABLE B: Mean maturity indices, standard deviations of means, 95/o confrdence limits of means, and numbers in samples

by sex, area, and gonad stage.

Cradock Channel

Area

Firth of Thames 2
.J

4
5
6
7

Cjolville

Mean maturity
index

0.86
1.16
2.02
4.7 7

r.42
0.7 7

0.93
1.23
2.t4
5.27
5.63
2.12
0.89

1.04
r.37qoa

4.51
5.58
2.97
1. 13

1.01
1.36
2.13
4.86

3.18
0.9 7

0.90
1.02

0.99
1.01

Standard deviation
from mean

maturity index

FEMALE

0.23
0.31
r.02
1.38

0.54
0.23

0.20
0.35
1.11
1.95
q ao

1.05
0.34

0.28
0.29
0.96
r.4t
2.2r
1.08
0.39

0.2 6
0.28
0.72
1,29
3.+2
1.34
0.25

MALE

0.3I
0.+2

0.34
0.35

95/o confrd,ence limits for
mean maturity index

Sta,ge of
maturity

,
3
4
5
6

B

2
J
4
5
6
7

0.83,
1.10,
7.1+,
+.27,

1.30,
0.75,

0.90,
1.15,
1.77,
4.7 +,
3.93,
t.9+,
0.86,

0.90,
t.2t,
2.47,
4.09,
5.27,
t 10

1.06,

0.94,
t.25,
1.65,
+.56,
1.12,
,4,
0.90,

0.82,
0.95,

0.89
r.22
2.30
5.27

r.5+
0.79

0.96
1.31
2.51
5.80
t.J7
2.30
0.92

1.18
1.53
J.J J
+.93
5.89
3.15
1,20

1.08
1.+7
2.6r
5.16
ð..f +
3.44
t.0+

0.98
1.09

1.09
1.09

t67
83
37
55
10

138
485

t7
15
19
47

193
138
132

2+5
t17
53
32

0
B5

408

5+
26
11
72

12+
102

^7

99
127

50
B5

'l'e Anaputa 
7
J
4
5
6
7
B

Cradock Channel

Te Anaputa

5
6

5
6

0 89,
0 93,

Figure 17 shows that the large range of matu-ritv
indices in ripe females was not caused by arry cor-
relation of maturity index with length of fish.

I,ENGTH AT MATURITY

Length-frequency distributions of each sex in each
of the sampling area^s were combined for the months
of August to December 1969, inclusive, to provide
information on length at sexual maturity. Results are
shown in Fig. 18. The period August to December was
chosen because spawning females first appeared in the
Craddock Channel and Te Anaputa samples in
August, and the peak of the 1969-70 spawning season
r,,v'as cluring December 1969. Thus the pre-spawning
stages of fish becoming sexually mature for the first
time could be expected to be most easily recognised
during these months.

Iiemale

Virgin females caught in the Firth of Thames from
r\ugust to December 1969 ranged in fork length from
14 to 28 cm; that of the smallest sexually n:aturing
specimen was 22 cm. The shortest l-cm length group
in which more than 50/o of the sample rv\¡ere sexually
mature was 23 cm in fork length.

Fork length of virgin females from the Colville area
ranged from 15 to 26 crn, and that of the smallest
sexually maturing specimen r,vas 21 cm. At 24 cm in
fork length more than 50/o of the length group were
found to be sexually mature.

Only one virgin female was taken from each o1:

the Cradock Channel and Te Anaputa areas. That
irom Cradock Channel had a fork length of 20 cm,
and the Te Anaputa specimen had a fork length of
2l cm. The smallest sexually mature specimens from
l-¡oth of these areas were 21 cm in fork length.
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Male

Though few male fish were taken from the Firth of
Thames area, the virgin males ranged in fork length
from 15 to 26 cm and the smallest maturing mãle
rvas 25 cm.

As n'ith females in the same area, very few virgin
males were caught in the Cradock Channel and
T'e Anaputa areas. Two virgin males, one of 21 cm
irr fork length and one cf 22 cm, were caught in
Cradock Channel, and four virgin males, two of
20 ctn, one of 2l cm, and one ol 22 cm in fork length,
r,r'ere caught in the Te Anaputa area. The smallest
sexually maturing males in both areas were 20 cm in
fork length.

AGB AT MATURITY

Samples used to establish the age at which gurnard
ì¡ecome sexually mature were taken during the same
period as those used for determining length at matur_

X
o-o

.=
x

,t
l
o{

Number of
individuols

. -ì
. =2

^=3

Fork length (cm)

ity, that is, August to December 1969 inclusive. (The
same reasons for choosing this period apply_the
sreatest likelihood of identifying virgin fish which are
about to mature for the first time.)

Because of the confusion caused by the change in
age group designation on 1 December (the ,,birth_

day" ol red gurnard in the Hauraki Gulf) of fish
belonging to the same 1'ear class it was decided, for
the study of age at maturity, to neglect âge groups as
such and consider the approaching or current summer
as being the first, second, third, or any other since
the fish was spawned. In fact fish in the study which
were approaching, or had just started, thejr first
summer after being spawned belong to the 1968-69
1'ear class (spawned in the spring-summer of 1968-
1969); those approaching, or into, their second sum-
mer after being spawned belong to the 1967-68 year
class, and so on.

Results

The total number of fish belonging to each spawn-
ing group, oî year class, in the samples taken during
the period August to December 1969 and the percent-
ages of these fish which were either virgin or sexually
rnature are tabulated (Table 9). Areas and sexes have
been kept separate in the table.
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Fig. 1B: Combined length-frequency distributions of the
(dotted) from August to December 1969, inclusive.

Table 9 shows that no fish which were approach-
ing their first summer after being spawned were taken
in the catches in Cradock Channel and Te Anaputa.
z\ few fish from this spawning group (the 1968-69
year class) r,vere caught in the Firth of Thames and
Colville areas, where they were 100/o vftgin.

Fish approaching their second summer after being
spawned (the 1967-68 year class) were caught in all
areas. fn-shore catches (Firth of Thames and Col-
.,'ille) of this year class form a group in which less
than 60/o were sexually mature, and off-shore catches
(Cradock Channel and Te Anaputa) make a group
in which more than B0/o werc sexually mature.

Essentially the same two groupings apply to fish
approaching their third summer after being spawned.

Mole

46 48 t4 1ó t8 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
Length (cm)

catches of virgin (shown in white) and sexually mature fish

lìxcept for females of the spawning group caught in
the Colville area, which were I00/o sexually mature,
more than 90/o but less than 100/o of the year class
were sexually mature in the in-shore group. and in
the off-shore group I00/o of the year class were
sexually mature.

All fish of both sexes which were approaching their
Iourth summer after being spawned were found to
be sexually mature in all areas.

Figure 19 shows that for both sexes of the 1967-68
year class there is some diflerence between the length
distributions of those becoming sexually mature and
those remaining virgin. The mean fork leneth of
virgin females in the sample was 2I.2 cm and that of
mature females was 24.7 cm. For virgin males the
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'''ABLE e: rotal number or nsh.T"tt'öu*d"å.å'd3"1.:::i,ääi 
åf'li,t-""1l*,ï.Iï:il1ü"ä:lî',"taken 

between Aueust and

Summer since
being spawned

First
Second
Thircl
Fourth

First
Second
Third
Fourth

Firth of Tha.mes

Virgin Mature No
%%

14 ló t8 20 22 24 26 28 30
Fork length (cm)

Fig. 19: Length-frequency histograms of virgin (shown
in white) and sexually mature (black) male and female
fish from all sampling areas combined u'hich were
caught during the period August to November 1969
and which were approaching their second sumrner after
being spawned, that is, the 1967-68 year class.

value was 20.3 cm and for mature males it was
22.0 crrr. The long spawning season may well explain
these length differences between virgin and mature
fish. 'Ihe larger fish are probably older than the
smaller, though belonging to the same year class, and
therefore have had longer to mature during the

Cradock Channel

Virgin Mature No.
%%

Te Ana.puta

Virgin Mature No
%%

optimum summer growth periods. That is, a fish
spawned in November would be expected to be larger
than one spawned in January of the same spawning
season because it would have been actively feeding
earlier during its first summer, the best growth period.
'Iherefore by the next January the November-spawned
6sh, with 14 months' growth, would be much larger
and therefore more mature than the January-spawned
fish with 12 months' grorvth.

SPAWNING SEASON, SPAWNING GROUND,
AND MIGRATION

The spawning season of a unit stock of a fish

species is determined by a study of the seasonal

occurrence of spawning fish (stage 6 in the gonad

maturity scale) in the catches from the stock. The
stock of a species may be migratory for spai,l'ning and
it is important to determine whether this is so. Migra-
tion will affect catch rate; therefore as well as the
reproductive state of the fish, the population density,

as indicated by catch rates, should be studied to pro-
vide infonnation on the pattern of migration.

On spawning grounds, where spawning fish

obviously congregate, catch rates of such fish may be

expected to be high during the spawning season.

l{owever, if some ripe fish are also taken at this time
on grounds where non-spawning fish normally reside,
they could contribute to a substantial percentage of
the total catch rate frorn those grounds without being
sufficiently abundant numerically to affect the repro-
duction of the total stock materially. For this reason
the study of seasonal catch rates by stage of gonad
maturity is most important and should not be
neglected in favour of a consideration of percentage
of occurrence of gonad stages alone. If a species is
known to be non-migratory for spawning, a study of
percentase of occurrence of spawning fish in the

Colville

Virgin Mature No
%%

FEMALE

1000710004000000
43572t56+478e9213t7836
2 98 100 0 100 127 0 100 68 0 100 55
0 100 87 0 100 87 0 100 +9 0 100 49

MALE

1000310001000000
83 17 6 65 35 40 11 89 19 11 89 18
9 91 11 7 93 29 0 100 8+ 0 100 4I
01008010010010031010022
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_o
E
fz
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catches may be adequate to provide information on
spawning season. The extent of adequacy will depend
on such factors as spar,vning behaviour other than
migration which may alter the catchability of the fish.

The spawning ground of a fish stock is the area
where spawning fish abound for either a short period
(a short-lived spawning season) or a long þeriod
(an extended spawning season) .

In the present study early analysis of data on
seasonal distribution of fish in clifferent stages of gonad
development and their catch rates in the different

Because of their relevance to the study of spawning
migration, catch rates of the following groups were
considered separately :

1. All sexualll, mature fish.

2. Sparvning fish.

3. Fish in the pre-spawning and post-spawning
stages of maturity.

4. Virgin fish.

The catch rates discussed below are based on total
numbers of fish at each gonad maturity stage in the
whole catch.

Total Catch Rates of Sexually Mature Fish

The follou'ing catch rates suggest a seasonal ,,see_

saw" movement of fish from the in-shore to the ofl-
shore grounds and return. For the inner Gulf maxi-
mum catch rates were recorded during winter and
minimum during late summer-autumn, and for the
outer Gulf maximum catch rates were found during
summer and minimum during winter.

Female. Figure 20 shows that the maximum catch
rate of mature females in the inner Gulf areas
occurred during the winter months of August 1969
in the Firth of Thames and July 1969 in the Col-
ville area. The generally
steady increase å allr;rr.q
April 1969 in Febmary
1969 in the Col the catch
rates from February to April 1969, inclusive, in the
Irirth of Thames were all at about the same level, it
t:an generally be assumed that the catch rates of
tnature females in the Firth of Thames and Colville
areas were low during the late summer in 1969. 'Ihe
winter peaks in catch rate were followed by a gener-
aily steady decline, except for "aberrant" low figures
in September 1969 in the Firth of Thames and

August 1969 in the Coh.ille area. These low levels
could be the key to a time scale for the rate of migra-
tion of fenrale fish; this point will be discussed later.
New low rates for the following year were reached
during summer (January 1970 for the Firrh of
'Ihames and March 1970 for Colville).

In the Cradock Channel area the total catch rates
oI mature female fish had the opposite trend to that
of the Firth of Thames-Coh,ille areas during the
same period. The maximum catch rate was found
during the summer months ol January and February
1969 and asain in December 1969. The January-
February peak was followed by a somewhat irregular
decreasins trend which reached a minimum during
June 1969 before a steady increase to the Dec.ember
I 969 peak.

The catch rates for mature females in the Te Ana-
puta area were too irregular to be interpreted. This
also applies to the male data discussed below. How-
ever, according to the local knowledge of Gulf fisher-
rren, catches in this area, are greatly affected by
changing hydrographic conditions, notably sea state
and turbidity and the phase of the moon.

Male. The catch rates of mature male fish (Fig. 20)
for the Firth of Thames and Coh,4lle areas showed
the same seasonal trends as those of female, but
were lolver,

The catch rates of mature male fish in the Cradock
Channel area did not show any seasonal trend,
though there were some erratic fluctuations possibly
rìue to sampling variations.

The Te Anaputa male catch rates were almost
as irregular as those of females from the same area,
except that there was a suggestion of declining
catches from summer to winter with an increase to
the follorving summer.

Catch Rates of Spawning Fish

Consideration of the catch rates of spawning fish
(stage 6 in the gonad maturity scale), in particular.
offered evidence of an off-shore spar.r'ning erouncl
(Iable 10 and Fig.20). If this is so, it is the likely
cause of the seasonal see-saw effect between the total
catch rates of mature fish in the in-shore and off-
shore sampling areas.

Female. Spawning females were recorded only
ciuring February 1969 in the Firth of Thames. The
incidence of spawning females in the Colville area
r.t'as also low, a few being taken in December 1968
and January 1969 and rather more in September
1969. A small number of spawning females were also
taken in November and December 1969.
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In the Craclock Channel catches the pattern was

rnuch different. Spawning females were taken in all
rnonths except July 1969, though during autumn and

winter (March to August 1969, inclusive) the catch
rates were low. Summer pea-ks in the catch rate of
spawning fish were recorded in January 1969 and
again in December 1969. There was a fairly steady

build-up from August to the December peak, fol-
lowed by a sharp drop in January 1970.

The catch rate pattern of spawning female fish in
the Te Anaputa area appears anomalo'us in relation
to the peak in August 1969. This peak is very high
not only for the area in general, but also for the
month in which it occurred. If the nligh value of the
peak is discounted, the pattern is a more reasonable
one in which spawning fish first occurred in August
1969, rose to a sunrner peak during December 1969,
then began to fall, probably reaching zero b1' dp¡il
1970. This latter assumption is supported by the
very low catch rate in February 1969 and the zero
catch in X,{arch 1969.

Male. No spawning males were recorded in the
F'irth of Thames. They occurred in the Colville area
in fairly small numbers in summer and autumn of
1968-69 (December, January, March, and April) a,nd
in much higher numbers in October 1969. However,
no spawning females were taken from the area in
October 1969; so the contribution of these males to
the reproduc.tion of the Hauraki Gulf gurnard stock
at that time would have been nil.

In Cradock Channel spawning males were present
in all months except March 1970. The catch rate was
rnoderate during December 1968 and January-
February 1969, then rose to a peak in March 1969,
which preceded a sudden decline, the declining trend
continuing until August 1969. A steady increase then
became apparent from the very low catch rate in
August to a summer peak in December 1969, which
was followed by a sudden drop in January 1970 and
total absence in March 1970.

The catch rate of spawning males in the Te Ana-
puta area declined steadily from January 1969 to a
minimum in May and to nil in June, July, and
August. Spawning males reappeared in October 1969

and reached a peak in December, which was followed
by a steady decline to a minimum in March 1970.

Catch Rates of Pre-spawning and Post-spawning
Stages

Female. If the catch rates of the pre-spawning
stages (2, 3, 4, and 5), spawninC (6), and post-
spawning stages (7 and 8) of females in each of the

sampling areas are examined together by month, as

set out in Table 10, further evidence of an off-shore
rnigration for spawning activity becomes apparent.
Ihe data from the initial appearance of stage 2
females preparatory to the 1969-70 spawning season

are considered.

In the Firth of Thames the first pre-spawning
stages before the 1969-70 spawning season were found
in the June 1969 catch. The total catch of females
in that month was cornposed of fish at stages 2, 3,

and 4, the catch rate of stage 2 being hig-her than
that of stage 3, which in turn was higher than that
of stage 4, an expected distribution of pre-spawning
stages. During July stage 5 fish were also found and
the catch rates graded from highest for stage 2 to
lowest for stage 5. In August the catch rate of stage 5

fish was greater than that of stage 4, but less than
that of stages 2 and 3, and no spawning (stage 6)
fish were caught. Thus the emphasis in catch rate
was clearly shifting towards the late pre-spawnins
stages. The total catch rate of mature fish dropped
sharply during September, and, though a small return
of spent (stage 7) fish occurred, no spawning females
were taken. During October the catch rate of pre-
spawning stages (2, 3, and 4) improved and the catch
rate of stage 7 increased slightly. In November the
catch rate of spent fish increased further, and some

resting (stage B) fish appeared; only a few stage 5

fish were taken and no other pre-spar'vning stages

u'ere caught for the first time since the end of the
1968-69 spawning season. Apart from an occurrence
of stage 2 fish in December 1969, which may equally
have been misidentified stage B fish, pre-spawning
stages remained absent from the catches for the re-
mainder of the sampling period. At no time during
the period from June 1969 to November 1969 were
any spawning females caught in the area. This could
mean only that the fish, though maturing in the
area) were moving elsewhere to spawn and later
returning in a spent condition.

A similar pattern was found with the catch rates

of pre-spawning stages in the Colville area, though
some spawning fish were taken there. Stage 2 females

first appeared in May 1969, a month earlier than in
the Firth of Thames. By June stage 3 were also

present and by July some stage 5, but the catch rate
of stage 2 still continued dominant. In August the

catch rate of stage 5 had increased over the level of
the previous month, though no spavn'ning females

were taken and the total catch rate of mature fish
had fallen sharply. During September a few spawn-
ing fish were taken, but their catch rate was very low
compared with that of the pre-spawning and spent
stages, which had now appeared. By October the
pre-spawning stages had largely disappeared from
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Fig 20 (left and above): Catch rates (numbers of fish per hour trawled) of all sexually mature fish
(shown in lighter tone) and spawning frsh (darker tone) and monthly sea bottom temperatures.
Scale is loga-rithmic. Because bottom temperature data for the Te Anaputa area were not com-
plete, they have not been included.

the catches and were replaced by spent and resting
females, which continued to be the dominant stages
until the end of the sampling programme in March
1970. The minor occurrence of stage 2 again in
December in this area may also have been misidenti-
fred stage B fish.

In Cradock Channel the pre-spawning stage 2

also first appeared in June, though the catch rate

was very low. The other pre-spawning stages were
all found in July, though also in limited quantities.
I)uring August the catch rate of the early pre-
spau'ning stages 2 and 3 had declined in favour of

the later stages 4 and 5, and, further, some spawning
fish were also taken, at a catdn rate only slightly less

than that of stage 5 animals, though, as noted in the
discussion on total catch rates of mature fish, the
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TABLE 10: Catch rate (numbers per hour trawled) of sexually mature fish by stage of gonad maturity.
1968

Stage Dec Jan Feb Mar Ap, May Jun
Firth of Thames

1970

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Mar

0.3
0
0
0.6
0.3
5.1

10.6

00
0.3 0
00
0.6 0.8
2,0 12.0
3.1 8.51.1 1.2

1.1 0
00
t.7 0
7.4 18.8
5.4 3.0

2

4
5
6
7
B

Cradock Channel

20.80
30.80
4 1.6 0.25 2.0 3.06 1.2 1i.B7 1.6 1.5B 0.4 1.8

2-8003-4 5.2 9.05 6.4 13.86 5.6 6.0702.5
I'e Anaputa

2 0.630
4 No 0.85 sample 10.66 4.27 2.2B 0,6

0002.0
0000
0000
0.7000
1.7 2.0 0.7 0.37.3 4.3 1.7 06.3 5.3 13.3 0.3

FEMALE

MAI,E
2.4 1.7
2.0 000
00
0.4 1.0

FEMALB

MALE
r.2 11.0 31.8

1969

FEMALE

02.500
0000
0000
1.7000
0000
8.7 0.5 1.7 08.7 1,6.0 3.0 t2 5

2-B 3.53-4 4.0
5 2.060
70

Colville

1.7 1.7 31 2.7 6.3 32 0 0 10 10 0 00 0 0 0.5 2.3 23 o 2.2 0 0 0 000000.6000.40000
000000000000
0.300000000000

00
00
00
00
00
14 0
+9 42

18.0 28 7 48.0 0 9.6 +.8 0.9 0.6 0 1.00 0 3+.0 80 12.0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 10 2.4 0 0 0 0 00000010.40.3000
8.5 0 0 0 0 23.2 1.8 0.6 09 0

0
0
0

2-B 2.5 4.43-4 4.5 05 1.5 06 2.0 0.47 1.5 0

2 6.0 0.8 0 0 0 16.0 1+5.3 208 0 19 0 33.6 0 03 18.0 3.6 0 0 0 0 7.3 560 31 0 36.0 0 04 9.0 +.4 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 170 16.8 1.6 0q 1.q 7.6 2.0 1.0 2.0 0 0 3 0 10 0 20.8 6.+ 3.4q 0.5 1.6 o o o o o o o 4.8 o ó:d7 r?.0 36.8 2.5 9.0 +.0 i.s 0 0 0 t6.B 2s.6 7.48 r3.0 30.8 18.2 99.5 197.S 115.5 0 0 o o +6.4 13.5
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00
00
00
+7 0
57 8337 2607 03

0 58
00
00
00

000
700

00
0.5 00.5 1.1

0.8 1.0 1.1

0
0
0
1.0

1 1.5
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catch rate was still very low. Frorn September 1969

until the end of the sampling period the catch rates

the earlier catch rate of spawning fish. This further
suggested that migration was the reason, with post-

spawning females moving away from tt'e atea'

Catch rates for the Te Anaputa area did not offer
much evidence for migration, as the catch rate of

pre-spawning stages between June and August could

probably have accounted for the catch rate of spawn-
ing females in August. Apart from the reduc.ed total
catch rate of mature fish in March 1970, there was

little to suggest a post-sPawning movement from the

ground.

Male. The catch rates of pre-spawning (2-8, 3-4'

and 5), spawning (6¡, and post-spawning (7) stages

of males ln each of the sampling areas (Table 10)

show that they, like the fema-les, migrate off shore

for spawning.

In the Firth of Thames catch rates of pre-spawn-
ing and post-spawning stages were very low during
alf months, and no spawning males were caught at

all; presumably they emigrated to spawn.

Males in the Colville area were caught in con-

siderable numbers in the pre-spawning stages of
maturity, but few spawning fish were taken except

during October, when no spawning females were

present to contribute to the reproduction of the

population.

The catch rates of males in the pre-spawning
stages in Cradock Channel were moderate from May
1969 to October. The presence, also, of spawning
fish during these months and in November could
have been the result of the maturation of a resident
stock. However, the peak catch rate of spawning
males in December 1969 was not preceded by an

expected moderate catch of stages 3-4 and 5 fish in
November; nor were any pre-spawning stages caught
in December. This suggested that the peak catch
rate of spawning fish in December was frorn a pre-
spawning group which had immigrated to the area.

The pattern of catch rates for males in the Cradock
Channel area suggests a'partly resident stock of
fish which spawns over an extended period and which
is joined by some migrants from the in-shore areas

durir:rg the peak of the spawning season in summer.

The theory proposed above for Cradock Channel
could also be applied to the Te Anaputa area, where

there was a build-up in catch rates of pre-spawning
stag sPawn-

i"S rate of

pre- k catch
rale does it
support the January catch of spawning males'

Distribution of Virgin Fish

The catch rates (numbers per ho'r'rr) of virgin fish

by sampling area and sex are shown graphically

(Fig.21).

An outstanding catch rate
of virgin frsh of b k Channel

and Te Anaputa catch rate

over the 16-mont 0'3 virgin
female and 0.6 virgin male fish per t hour of trawling
in Cradock Channel and 0.5 virgin female and 0'5

virgin male fish in the Te Anaputa area. During the

sarie period the cornparable figures for the Firth of

T'hamãs were 6.2 femarle and 2.0 male and for Col-

vilte 19.0 female and 19.2 male.

Altho,r.rgh no very small fish were caught in quan-

tity in any of the four sampling areas, the catch

rates for Colville suggest that it lies nearest to a

major nursery ground. The Firth of Thames area,

though having a somewhat lower catch rate of virgin
fish than Colville, is also probably near to a nursery

ground and possibly the same ground. The probable

t'ite of a nursery ground is discussed later in this

section in relation to local current and tide systems'

The percentages of virgin fish in the overall mean

catch åtes of both virgin and mature fish in each

area for the 16-month sampling period are tabulated

(Table 11) .

Channel are derived.

The mean catch tate of virgin male (19'2lh) and

female (19.0/h) fish in the Colville area indicates a

sex ratiò of 1 :1 for virgin fish. Such a ratio would
be expected on a nursery ground where mortality
shoutd be equal for both sexes if their behaviour is

the same. It is not until behavioural differences be-

trveen the sexes develop with maturity, as they appar-

ently do in red gurnard, where males apPear to stay

on the sparvning ground longer than females, or even
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Te Anoputo

permanently, to the detriment of their growth rate
(see "Age and Growth" ) , that differing mortality
rates could be expected to alter sex ratios from 1:1.

An effort was made to find a nursery ground for
juveniles among the bays and around the islands of
the eastern inner Gulf from Te Kouma Harbour to
Colville Bay. Other likely areas, including the western
shore of the Firth o'f Thames and the bays of the
western coast of Great Barrier Island, were also

investigated. The two beam tra.rvls and the prawn
trawl, described in the section "Sampling À,{ethod".
u'ere used in areas where the full-sized otter trawl
could not be shot.

Red gurnard of about 15 cm in fork length or less

lvere soughL to correspond with the small 0 * age

group (see "Age and Growth"), which rvas uncom-
r¡ron in trawl samples from the main sampling areas.

Except for one red gr.rrnard of 11 cm in fork length
caught ofl Saddle Islet, Kikowhakarere Bay, west of
Coromandel, the search was fruitless, though the

1969

trawl gear was known to be working satisfactorily, as

numbers of flatfishes, gobies, and sandfish (Hemero-

coetes), all of which are bottom-dwelling species,

u'ere taken.

Hor.l,ever, D. J. A. Colman, of the Fisheries

Research Division, caught a number of juvenile red

gurnard while he was sampling for two species of

flounders. Details of these catches are given (Table
12). For sampling he used an otter trawl with a l-in.-
mesh cod-end liner and tickler chain.

TABLB 11: Percentages of virgin fish in the mean catch
rates of both virgin fisL and mature fuh in e¿ch area for the

period of study.

Area

Firth of Thames
Colville
Cradock Channel
Te Anaputa

Percentages of virgin frsh
Female Male
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These catches came from a single trawl station in
each area; so it is reasonable to assume that the
numbers are a measure of relative abundance. There-
fore the results of the catches made by Dr Colman
rnay support the suggestion that there is a major
nursery near the ColvilÌe Bay area.

The virtual failure to catch juvenile red gurnard
in surveys made during the present study raises the
possibility that they inhabit grounds unsuitable for
trawling, for example, rough ground or weed-covered
ground which may provide cover. This possibility is
likely in view of the results of beach seining I did at
Days Bay, Wellington Harbour, in 1968. A smalÌ seine
net was set immediately beside the pilings of the
Days Bay wharf, and a few small gurnard were taken.
When the net was reset less than 6 m away from the
whar{ no gurnard were taken; yet another set beside
the wharf yielded a few more juvenile fish.

Significance of the Te Anaputa Sampling Area

The two in-shore sampling areas (Firth of Thames
and Colville) uod the off-shore Cradock Channel
area caî conveniently be fitted into one system on
the basis of reproductive behaviour. The fourth
sampling area (off-shore Te Anaputa) has been
dificult to resolve in terms of the migratory system
proposed for the other three. The difficulty may be
because Te Anaputa has a different status from the
other areas. One suggestion is that it is a "staging
area" between the in-shore areas and an off-shore
spawning ground and hence has a transient and
variable-population. A second proposal is that the
fish in the Te Anaputa area ate pa.rt of a separate
un-it stock, possibly from the western Bay of Þlenty.

Rate of Migration

As stated previously, the aberrant low catch rates
of sexually mature females recorded during August
1969 in the Colville an:ea and September 1969 in the
Firth of Thames might be interpreted as markers
which provide a time scale for the rate of migration
of females. Details of the catch rates are shown
(Fig. 20).

To understand the significance of these low catch
rates one needs to examine the total catch rates of
sexually mâture females in the Cradock Channel,
Colville, and Firth of Thames areas during May to
October, inclusive (Fig. 22).

The relatively high catch rate figure for lvfay in
Cradock Channel was followed by a sudden decrease
in June, when the minimum catch rate for the area
was recorded. The maximum catch rate for the
Colville area was lecorded during July and this, in
turn, was followed by the aberrant low rate in
August, which r.l'as the minimum winter catch rate

TABLE 12: Catch numbers of juvenile fish taken in three
areas.

Location

Mean Length
Depth length range

Date (-) ("-) (cm) No

Orere Point Dec 1969 0 I 0 1

"Dab Patch" Jul 1970 31 B.B 7.5-11.5 6
Colville Bay Sep 1970 1+-20 10.1 8.0-11.5 23

for the area. During August the maximum catch rate
for the Firth of Thames was also recorded.

It is suggested that a tnajor emigration of females
from Cradock Channel took place sometime near tfre
end of May or beginning of June. About 6 to B

weeks later, in July, the fish had arrived in the
Colville area, and about 6 weeks later, in August,
they had reached the Firth of Thames. The in-shore,
post-spawning migration of about 50 nautical miles
had therefore taken \2 to 14 weeks.

The maximum catch rate in the Firth of Thames
during August was itself followed by the aberrant
Iow rate of September, the minimum spring catch
rate for the area. In the same month an increase in
catch rate was recorded for the Colville area, when
the maximum spring catch rate was reached. This
rvas followed by a decreasing catch rate during
October, when the maximum spring catch rate was
lecorded for Cradock Channel.

Therefore it is further suggested that a spawning
migration began in early September from the Firth
of Thames, the fish reaching the Colville area during
September and Cradock Channel during Octobe¡ a
total elapsed time of about 7 weeks.

The shorter time for the migration to the spawning
ground compared with the post-spawning rnigration
is reasonable, as the fish would be in better condi-
tion, and therefore better able to make a rapid
journey, at this time than they would after spawning.

The pattern and tirning of migration are sum-
rnarised (Table 13). (Catch rates refer to total catch
rates of sexually mature females.)

It is not suggested that all fish moved the whole
clistance from Cradock Channel to the Firth of
.lhames and vice versa. The generally higher total
female catch rate for the Colville area, as cornpared
with the Firth of Thames, may indicate that many
fish migrate only as far as the former area afier
spawning. Nor is it suggested that all fish migrate
at the same time, only that a "pulse" of migration,
to or from the spawning ground, took place over the
months mentioned.

Figure 20 shows that the minimum bottom tempera-
ture in the Firth of Thames was reached during July
(12.3'c) and that there was only a slight rise in
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TABLE 13: Pattern and timing ol spawning migrations in
three area9.

Emigra"tion from Immigration to
spawning ground rpawning ground

(Winter)
Cradock Channel June

(minimum
catch rate)

J
Colville Jttly

(maximum
catch rate)

August
(minimum winter

catch rate)
J

Firth of Thames August
(ma.ximum
catch rate)

(Spring)
October

(maximum spring
catch rate)

1
October

(decreasing spring
catch rate)
September

(maximum spring
cahch rate)

I
September

(minirnum spring
catch rate)

lrugust (0.1oc to L2.4"c). Ilowever, by September
it had risen by 0.9oc to 13.3oc. This rise after the
winter minimum corresponded with the start of the
migration of females from the Firth of Thames to-
wards the spawning ground (Table 13). Rising tem-
peratures may therefore be the stimulus for migration,

Variations in Spawning Season

Tabte 10 and Fig. 20 show that the peak of the

1968-69 spa\¡¿ning season occuffed later in summer

than the peak of the 1969-70 sPawning season. A
cause for this phenomenon is suggested by the data

on sea bottom temperatures (Fig. 20). The December

1968 bottom temPerature in the Firth of Thames was

1.2oc less than that for December 1969. The same

applies for the Colville atea' and the Cradock Chan-

rìel bottom temperature in December 1968 was O'Boc

less than in I)ecember 1969. For all three areas the

I)ecember 1968 bottom temperatures had almost been

reached by November 1969.

Because the pre-spawning stages of both sexes began

to appear in the catches before the winter minimum

bottom temperature was reached, rising temperatures

could not have been the stimulus for the start of the

spawning cycle. However, the higher temperatures

eãrlier in 1969-70 could have encouraged a more rapid

rate of development to the ripe stage and hence an

earlier peak in spawning activity.

SEX RATIO

Sex ratios were ca-lculated for sexually mature fish

from the total numbers of males and females in the

Fie. 22: Catch rates (numbers of frsh per hour-trawled)---oiìË"r*iv 
rnature iem¿les for May-to October 1969,

inclusive. Scale is logarithmic.
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Fig. 23: Sex ratio of mature fish (male : female) by month and sampling area.

catches. The numbers of each sex and ratios are pre-
sented (Table 14).

Figure 23, illustrating the sex ratios, lends further
support to the theory that females migrate into the
Cradock Channel area during the spawning season

and away from it after spawning.

The ratio of males to females in Cradock Channel
lay between 2:l and 0.8:1 during the 1968-69 sum-
mer, with its January peak of spawning activity. As
females moved away from the area the ratio soared,
reaching 7:1 in June and July 1969, before dipping
as females began to return to the area with the
approach of the 1969-70 spawning season, when the
sex ratio reached 1 :1 at the peak of spawning
activity in December 1969.

The curve of sex ratios for Cradock Channel (Fig.
23) is somewhat complicated by the dip in August
1969, but the total of mature fish, both male and
female, was very low during that month. Moreover,
the catch rate of sexually mature male fish in August
1969 was atypical of the catch rates during the
3 months preceding and after August (Fig. 20), which

F

t970

therefore suggests that this dip was due to random

sampling variation.

In the other sampling areas males formed a sig-

nifrcant proportion of the catch only in Te Anaputa,
and here the variation in ratio of male to female with
time of year suggests that females moved away from
the area during srrrffner and returned during winter.
This may indicate a migration to deeper water for
spawning, but because the total catch rates of sexu-

aily mature fish in this area were very erratic, as dis-

cussed above, there is no additional evidence to sup-

port the theory,

The catch rate data on sexually mature fish, the

percentage of occurrence of gonad developmental

stages by month, and the sex ratios all suggest that
mainly the females are migra.tory.

DISCUSSION

Harden Jones (1968) stated that generally migra-
tion patterîs of fish are believed to be related to the
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TABLE 14: Numbers of sexually nå.ture male a¡d female fish and male : female ratio by areâ, month, and year.

pattern of water currents. Young stages, especially
eggs and lawae, drift with the current to the nursery
ground; spawning fish migrate against the current to
the spawning ground; and spent fish return to the
feeding ground with the current. The nursery and
feeding grounds may or may not be the same sround.
llarden Jones also noted (page 7) t ". .. the advant-
age might lie not so much in the choice of a spawning
area in its own right, but for its position in relation
to a favourable nursery àtea to which the young are
carried passively by the prevailing current. In this
case the spawning migrations made by the mature
fish must be related, in some way, to the drift of their
young." Thus the mechanism of spawning rnigration
is used to maintain a population of fish within its
geographical limits against the dispersing effect of
clrrrents. The drift of eggs and lawae has been termed
a denatant movement and the return of spawning fish
to the spawning ground against the current has been
termed a contranatant movement (Meek l9I5a,
1e15b).

The earliest person to have realised the need for
a contraîatant spawning migration appears to have
been Fulton (1897), who showed by drift bottles that
some of the plaice eggs spâwned in the Moray Firth
and Firth of Forth, Scotland, would have been car-
ried southward along the coast. He suggested a com-
pensatory return of mature plaice for spawning, which
r,vas later proved true by tagging experiments (Fulton
1e20).

Migrations by triglid species in coastal waters of
countries other than New Zealan'd have been recorded
tiy Fulton (1897, 1899), Mclntosh (1900), Meek
f 1915b), and Marshall (1946). These migrations
have been shown to be associated largely with spawn-
ing activity. Ilowever, apart from Meek the authors

Ratio
M:F

0.19
0.06
0.09
0.r2
0. 17

0.20
0.19
0.31
0.t2
0.19
0.46
0.12
0.07
0.t+
0.2+

Ratio
F M:F

2t 2.00
96 1.30
9+ 0.81
+B 2.06
3s 0.94
+B 2.77
B 7.50

t4 6.79
+0 1.10
19 5.26
39 2.59
25 2.20
90 0.97
26 1.35
38 1.+5

do not directly acknowledge a link between spawning
migrations and water currents.

The waters of the Hauraki Gulf, especially the
outer Gulf, are influenced by the south-easterly flow-
ing East Auckland Current, which extends from North
Cape to East Cape.

The usual maximum flow rate of the current is

from 1 to 1.5 knots, but near Cradock Channel it is

said to attain a rate of 2.5 to 3 knots after strong
northerly winds (Hydrographic Department 1958).
This work further states (page 157) : "With a rising
tide the north-west-going stream enters Colville
Channel and sets along the south-western side of Great
Barrier Island as far as False Head, where it meets
the south-going stream that enters Hauraki Gulf from
the northward; these streams att¿\n a rate of about
1 knot." On page 164 it says: "In the vicinity of
Cape Barrier and Cape Colville the tidal streams set

westward with a rising tide and eastward with a

ialling tide; they altain a rate of from 2 to 3 knots at
springs."

Drift cards released by Brodie (1960, Fig. 3a) in
the western end of Colville Channel during summer
were recovered on the eastern side of the inner Gulf,
about the Coromandel area.

Garner (1961) reported
mandel of a card released

recovery near Coro-
North Cape during

surnmer 1955. His Fig. 4 suggests that he believed
this card to have passed through Cradock Channel.

Figure 24 shows the supposed track of drift cards
as shown by Brodie and Garner.

The above account of currents and tides illustrates
the possible course of drift of red gurnard eggs and
Iarvae on the eastern side of the Hauraki Gulf. If
we accept the hypothesis of Harden Jones (1968)

Year Month

1,968 Dec
1969 Jan
1969 Feb
1969 Mar
1969 Apr
1969 May
1969 Jr.t
1969 Jrl
1969 Ar.s
1969 S"p
1969 Oct
1969 Nov
1969 Dec
1970 .Iart
1970 Mar

Firth of Thames Colville

MF
2+ 125
12 2t4
893

27 219
152 919
53 2'65
+3 229
82 267
I 77

30 161

+8 105
10 82
+59
322
+17

Cradock Channel Te Anaputa

Ratio
MFM:F

No sa,mple
63 9'+ 0.67
16 6 2.67
5'1 39 l.3l
4 7 0.57
t+ 29 0.48
2 I 0.25

53 79 0.67
32 49 0.65

No sample
30 +7 0.64
+r +5 0.91
50 39 t.2B
41 44 0.93
25 t2 2.08

M

+2
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99
.lJ
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60
95
+4

100
101

55
B7

35
55

MF
18 t+l
12 t62
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6 12r
597
7 157
6 146

16 2t5
12 336
024
682
357
238
014
024

Ratio
M:F

0.13
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.04
0
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0.05
0
0
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Fig.24: The supposed tracks of drift cards as shown by Garner and Brodie.

that spawning fish undertake a contranatant migra-
tion to a spawn^ing ground because of its position in
relation to a favourable nursery area, the pattern of
red gurnard distribution in the eastern Hauraki Gulf
becomes logical. The catch rate of virgin fish in the
Colville sampling area has shown that the area is
probably close to a nursery ground, certainly the

closest to such a ground of the four sampling areas,

r,r'ith the Firth of Thames area the next closest. The
pattern of water currents illustrated by Brodie and
Garner has shown that mature gurnard would have
to migrate to the Cradock Channel area to spawn
in order to stock the eastern inner Gulf embayments
with larvae and juveniles,
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YIELD PER RECRUIT ISOPLETH DIAGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

As stated by Ricker (1958, page 205) : "The goal

of most work on growth and mortality in fish popula-
tions has been an assessment of the yield of the stock

at different levels of fishing eflort, or with different
size limits for recruitment."

- M(t" - t,.)
Y,u f R: Fe W-

become vulnerable to the fishing gear in use and are
subjected to the instantaneous rate of fishing mort-
ality, F, as well. ThereaJter they grow, die naturally,
or are removed by fishing up to some maximum
age, t7,, at which time they have, for all practical
pntpot"t, been removed from the population. The
yield (in weight) per recruit is then given by:

- nK(to - to) -(F+M+nK) (t,
-e

FtM*nK
Une

Without estimates of population size or annual

number of recruits, and separate estimates of natural
and fishing mortalities, no
yield can be made for red
Ciulf. However, the growth

of values for recnritment to the fishery (age at first
capture) . The range of mortality values used are

thåse that could bã expected to bracket the actual

values in the fishery. In ecmit
isopleth diagrams have b redict

l,ieids per rãcrrrit of red levels

of fishing intensity and for a

range of natural mortality coeficients.

The Beverton and Holt yield equation requires the

following basic assumptions to be made:

(a) Natural mortality among fully recruited year

classes is constant; that is, mortality does not vary

with age or PoPulation densitY.

(c) Fish follow an invariable growth pattern con-

forming to the von Bertalanffy growth curve'

If the notation of Gulland (1969) is used, Beverton
and Holt's model states that R fish enter a fishing area

at age ú" and are subjected to the instantaneous rate

of natural mortality, M, until age t", wh'en they

where Y.* is yield in weight; R is the number of

recruits; F is th
efficient; M is

coeffi.cient; W-
von Bertalanffl'
von Bertalanffy equation; fo is the aPparent age at

apparent zero length or weight (from the von Rertal-

anfiy equation) ; (Js: *1, Ut- -3, Uu: *3,
U3: - 1 (that is, numerical terms resulting from

expansion of the von Bertalanffy cubic equation

representing rveight at age); ú,. is the age of recruit-
ment to the fishing ground; ú, is the age at entry to
the fishery (age at which frsh become vulnerable to

the gear) ; ú¿ is the age at which contribution to the

catch cæases.

(Yield per recmit curves will correspond to total

yield curves only if recruitment is independent of

stock density. Because density-independent recmit-

rnent is open to question, yield per recruit curves

should not be interpreted as total yield culves

(Hennemuth 1961).)

Channel, and Te Anaputa grounds (Fig. 12).

In view of the above the age of recruitment on to

tlre fishing grounds, f,, is considered to be 2 yeats f'or

both males-and females in the yield per recruit calcu-

iations.



The greatest age of any fish caught during the
study was 15 years, and this value has been used for
the maximum age, t¡.

Values for the total instantaneor¡s mortality rate,
Z, were calculated for each sex (see ,,Mortaliiy and
Survival"). T'hey were:

Iiemale

2 - 0.65
with 95/o confidence limits: 0.48 < Z < O.Bz

Male

2 - o.ao

with 95/o confidence limits: 0.52 < Z < 0.69

For calculations of yield per recruit it has been
assumed that natural mortality does not exceed
one-half of the total mortality. Therefore values of
M lrorn 0.1 to 0.3, in steps of 0.05, have been used
with 0.1 to g, in steps of 0.1, for
ages frorn 2 to 10 years, inclusive.
Valu very high value of 3 were
inclu he drawing of isopleths.

The values of W*, K, and ús used were those

given in the section "Length-weight Relationships and
Condition". These are:

h/* (s)
Female 469
Male 233

Kts
0.641 0.189
0.569 -0.522

RESULTS

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the yield per recruit
isopleths calculated for female and male råd gurnard
respectively.

Selected sections through the surfaces represented
in Figs. 25 and 26 arc shown in Figs. 27 and,28. The
sections have been chosen so that the previously calcu-
lated values oE 2 anð, their 95/o ånfidence limits
are covered bl' the combinations of M arrd F.
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Figure 27 shows for females that if natural mort-
ality is low (M: 0.1), age at first capture should lie
between about 3.4 years and 4 yearc for maximum
yield per recn-rit. If natural mortality is higher
(M:0.2), age at first capture should lie between

2. years and 3 years for maximum yield per recruit'
For still higher natural mortality (M :0.3) female
red gurnard should be taken as soon as they are

present on the trawling grounds if maximum yield
per recruit is to be realised.

Figure 28 shows for males that if natural mortality
is low (M :0.1), age at ûrst capture should lie
between about 3.2 years and 3.5 years for maximum
yield per recruit. For higher natural mortalities male
red grrrnard should be taken as soon as they are

present on the trawling grounds for maximum yield

¡ler recruit to be obtained.

DISCUSSION

The escape of small fish from trawl nets in the
Hauraki Gulf was investigated by Cassie (1955) with

Fig. 27: Yields per recruit of fernale red-gurnard at
îarious ages at- first capture for some likely values of
natural mortality (M) and associated values of frshring
mortality (F).
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nets having cod-ends of 10.2-cm (4-in.), 12,7-cm
(5-in.), and 15,2-cm (6-in.) mesh; mesh measure-
ments were taken between opposite knots, inside the
knots, with the mesh stretched to its largest dimen-
sion. The cod-end mesh size now used by trawlers
based at Auckland is 11.4cm (4.5in.), though the
regulations require a minimum 10.2-cm (4-in.) mesh,
which suggests that Cassie's results need some extra-
polation to make them applicable to present condi-
tions. However, extrapolation has not been attempted,
because Cassie found that his results with the 12.7-crn
mesh were anomalous for red gurnard, and the
anomaly could not be readily explained. Cassie
showed that, with a lO.2-cm-mesh cod-end, the re-
spective lengths at which 90%,50%, and 1,0/o of red
gurnard escape were about 21.1 cm (8.3 in.) , 27.9 cm
( 11 in. ) , and 34.5 cm ( 13.6 in.) .

Figure 29 shows that very few 1 * and few 2 *
females are retained, but considerable numbers of
3 * and most 4 * and older females are retained,
by trawl nets with a lO.2-cm-mesh cod-end; the
figure also shows that generally no 1 *, very few 2 *,
and few 3 i males are retained by the same trawl
nets.

If it is assumed that the 1 1.4-cm mesh escape
curve does not differ greatlv from that of the
10.2-cm mesh, the cod-end mesh size in current use
is ideal for female red gurnard if their natural mort-
ality is low (M : 0.1 ), but too large if their natural
mortality is higher. lfowever, the 11.4-cm mesh is too
la.rge for producing the maximum yield per recruit
from male red gurnard regardless of their natura.l
mortality rate. This disadvantage with males is oflset
by their less abundance and the resultant need to
protect them to some extent to ensure continued
spawning success. Further, it has been shown that
rn:ales approach ,their asympto,tic length at a rela-
tively early age, many sexually immature fish being
large. Therefore any reduction in mesh size may
result in a high catch rate of virgin male fish, which
would dangerously affect reproduction of the red
gurnard stocks.

Also to be considered is the eflect of a different
mesh size on other species. Because the Hauraki Gulf
ûshery is mainly a snapper (Chrysoþhrys auratus)
fishery, legislation on mesh size should be directed to
provide the maximum yield per recmit for this species
in particular. (At present the mesh size required to
achieve this is unknown.)
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Fig. 28: Yields per recruit of male red gurna,rd at various
ages at first captute for some likely values of natural
mortality (M) and. associated values of fishing mort-
ality (F).

Allen (1953, page 210) showed that ". when
the fsize] limit is that which gives the maxitnum yield,
the weight of the typical individual fish at the limit
is the product of the average weight of fish in the
catch and the proportion of the fish passing the limit-
ing size which are ultimately caught". Thus, as noted
by Dickie (1962, page 108), ". for any fishery, if
the composition of the catch is observed, and the
fraction of the total mortality which is due to fishing
can be measured (by tagging experiments, for
example) an immediate appraisal of the fishery may
be made. If the weight of fish at the size limit is

smaller than the product, then an increase in the
size limit would be expected to increase the yield. If
it is larger, market or fishing preferences are probably
competing with the interests of greatest yield at that
Êshing intensity, but greater poundage yield could be
obtained by catching some smaller fish." Therefore
the implementation of a tagging programme to deter-
rnine fishing mortality would probably be the most
profitable line of further research, as it would enable
"an immediate appraisal of the fishery" to be made.
Tagging would also enable the population size to be
determined.

It should also be noted that a rninimum size limit
lor red gurnard of about 30 cm in fork length is often
imposed on fishermen by wholesale and retail fish
marketers, though the smaller fish caught are used as

rock lobster bait. This market preference will have
considerable effect on the management of a red
gurnard fishery, and the optimum biological yield per
recruit may never be attained unless natural mortality
proves to be low.
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SUMMARY

Monthly samples of the red gurnard population
rvere taken from four sampling areas in the eastern
Haural<i Gulf-Firth of Thames and Colville (inner
(ìulf) and Cradock Channel and Te Anaputa (outer
Gulf). Length-frequency, age-frequency, and age-
length distributions and reproductive sta.te of each
sex in the catch were determined by a method of
stratified sampling.

Otoliths were used for age determination. It was
established that hyaline zones were deposited annually
and became visible as dark rings after the otolith
was broken transversely and the broken end heatecl
in a flame.

Growth equations for each sampling area and sex
were calculated by a method which allows any num-
ber of data at unequal intervals of time to be used
and which gives equal weight to each observation. In
all areas it was found that males have a slower growth
rate and smaller aspnptotic length than do females
from the same area. The length of post-2-year-old
fish of both sexes was considerably larger in the Firth
of Thames area than in the Colville, Cradock Chan-
nel, and Te Anaputa areas. Further, there was a
marked similarity between the growth curv'es for each
sex in the last three areas. AgeJength data from these
three areas were combined to provide composite
growth curves for each sex which could be used in
,vield per recruit analyses. Because trawl and f)anish
seine fishing in the Hauraki Gulf is permitted by
regulation only outside the Firth of Thames, this pat-
tern of combination seemed appropriate. The com-
posite growth curves calculated for each sex are:

Female

It : 36.4 Ll - n - 0'641 (t - 0.18e)] cm

Male

h : 2B.B ll _ u - o.s6e (r + o.ss2)] cm

It is suggested that difierences between the growth
curves, within sexes, calculated for fish from the Firth
of Thames and those from the other sampling areas
were a result of spawning behaviour, though the pos-
sibility of size selective mortality having an effect on
the calculated curves is not excluded.

The von Bertalanffy growth equations calculated
for red gurnard from Pegasus Bay, New Zealand, and
from the East China and Yellow Sea by other workers
apparently showed no difference in growth character-
istics between males and females. However, though
the asyrnptotic lengths calculated for the species from

these widely separated locations were similar to each

other, they were much greater than those calculated
for the Hauraki Gulf red gurnard. This may be partly
clue to differences in growth pattern associated lvith
environmental temperature and partly due to com-
petition, both intraspecific and interspecific'

The length-frequency distributions of males and

Iemales in the samples reflected the results of the age

and growth study-males generally being distributed

at the lower end of the length range'

Sex ratios changed greatly with depth, the propor-

tion of males increasing as depth increased. Sex ratios

also varied with time of year, especially in Cradock

Channel, where the sexes were about even during the

height of the spawning season) but males qreatly

outnumbered females at other times'

Recruitment to the trarvling and Danish seining

grounds of the eastern Hauraki Gulf was gradual,

lith males being fully recruited at 2 years of age and

females at age 3 years. There were distinct differences

in catch rates of individual age groups between areas

rvithin sexes and between sexes within areas. The
Colville area had the highest catch rate overall of
both male and female red gurnard for all age groups

combined.

Catch curves were used to determine instantaneous

total mortality rates, Z, fot males and femaies. The

calculated rates and theit 95/o confidence limits

were:

Iremale

2 - o.es

95/o confidence limits for Z :0.48 < Z < 0.83

Male

2 :0.60
95/o conñdence limits lor Z :0.52 < Z < 0.69

Length-weight data from gutted'fish were analysed

in detail by the statistical method of analysis of co-

variance in an attempt to examine seasonal changes

in condition. The heterogeneity of residual variances
and regression coefficients between subgroups meant
that the adjusted means calculated in the analyses of
covariance could not be used as estimates of relative
condition. IIowever, an average regression for all red
gurnard length-weight ðata, with the least mean
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square deviation from regression, was calculated dur-
ing the analyses of covariance; this was:

IogW -2S9logL - 2.001

or lA :0.009 98 L2 ee

The regression coefficient did not differ significantlv
from 3.

The average regression '"vas used to convert the
von Bertalanffy equations for rate of growth in lengtlr
into those for rate of growth in weight:

Female

u¡:469 lI - n-0641 (t -0.18e)]3g

Male

ut.: 233 ll - u - 0.s6e (t + 0.ss2)]3 g

Seasonal condition was analysed by calculating
ratios of observed to expected weights for individual
fish and averaging the results by sex, area, and
month. Mean monthly relative condition factors cal-
cula.tecl in this rvay lacked any distinct seasonal trend.

Ihough the weights of gutted fish were used, rela-
tive condition in both sexes varied greatly with stage
of gonad maturity, especially for females. peak con-
dition in females rvas found in fish at gonad stage 4
(developed), and in males it was found in fish at
gcnad stage 5 (gravid). Because fish of both sexes at
various stages of gonad maturity were found togethel
cluring a number of months, the analysis of condi-
tion by season became less important.

Gonads rvere readily staged, macroscopically, for
maturitv according to an eight-point scale for females
and a Observations suggest
thal r Maturityindices i:tiiiÏ",e remales
and for gravid and ripe males only.

Male red gurnard reach sexual maturity at a
srnaller size than do females. The fork lengths at
rvhich more than 50/o of specimens could be expected
to be maturing sexually for the first time were 24 crn
for females and 2l cm for males.

Age at first maturity varied with the area from
which the fish were taken. No red gurnard became
sexually mature in their first summer after being
spawned. In the outer Gulf more than B0/o of the
fìsh becarne sexually mature for the first time in their
second summer after being spawned, and in the inner
Gulf areas less than 60/6 becarne mature. More
than 90/o of fish in all areas were sexually mature in
their third summer after being spawned. Sexual
maturity was reached earliest by the larger fish of an
age group. There was apparently no difference in the
age 

^t 
which the two sexes reach sexual maturity for

the first time.

The distribution of spawning fish indicated an ofl-
shore spawning ground in Cradock Channel. Catch
rates of sexually mature fish at the various stages of
gonad maturity suggested a seasonal migration, especi-
a.lly of females, from the inner Gulf areas to this
spawning ground and a corresponding post-spawning
migration of spent fish in the reverse direction.
\¡Iature males appeared to be at least partly resident
on the spawning ground. Rising temperatures may
initiate the pre-spawning ofl-shore migration.

Although spawning males were taken all year
round in Cradock Channel, and spa."r'ning females
vìrtually all year round, the peak of spawning activity
was during the late spring and early summer. Some
minor variation in the time of peak spawning activity
may be caused by the influence of temperature on the
rate of rnaturation of the gonads.

The distribution and catch rate of virgin fish sug-
gested that the Colville arca Iay closest to a nursery
ground. Very few virgin fish were taken in the outer
Gulf.

The proposal that the spawning ground for the
eastern Hauraki Gulf red gurnard is sited in Cradock
Channel is supported by the tide and current system
of the Gulf. Tides and currents would passively carry
eggs and larvae from Cradock Channel to a nursery
ground in the inner Gulf, probably among the eastern
inner Gulf embayments.

The Te Anaputa area was difficuJt to fit into the
migration pattern, but it may be a "staging area" in
the migration between the inner Gulf areas and the
spawning ground in Cradock Channel. It may also
be part of the range of a separate western Bay of
Plenty red gurnard stock and consequently not part
of the eastern Hauraki Gulf system.

Yield per recruit isopleth diagrams were prepared
for likely levels of instantaneous natural mortality
rate. Sections through the isopleth diagrams at appro-
priate levels of fishing mortality suggested that the
cod-end mesh size in current use in the Hauraki Gulf
(11.4 cm) is suitable for maximum yield per recruit
of females if their natural mortality ts low (M - 0.1 ) ,
but that it is too large if their natural mortality is
higher. I{owever, this mesh size is too large to pro-
cluce the maximum yield per recruit of males even at
Iow levels of natural mortality, but as the males are
less abundant on the trawling grounds, their loss may
be necessary to ensure continued spawning success.

The spawning behaviour of red gurnard is the
single most important feature of their biology. This
behaviour greatly influences recruitment, growth, and
mortality-the three most important aspects of
fisheries management- -of the species in the Hauraki
Gulf.
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APPENDIX

MONTHLY TEN'IPERATURE PROFILES

Nionthly temperature profiles from December 1968
to January 1970 and for March 1970 are shown
(Fìgs. 304-E) for the eight hydrographic stations
marked in Fig. 1. (Station 1 is in the Firth of Thames
and station 8 at the northern end of Cradock Chan-
nel.) Isotherms are at 0.5"c intervals.

Highest surface temperatures were reached during
January in 1969 and 1970 and persisted into March.

Stotion

Highest bottom temperatures were reached during
March.

A well-developed midrvater thermocline was applr-
ent during January in both 1969 and 1970. However,
the temperatures of December 1968 r.r'ere already
being reached in November in 1969.

Minimum bottom temperatures were reached dur-
ing August with a temperature inversion, of about
1oc, occurring in shore.
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Fig. 304: Temperature profiles from December 1968 to Februa.ry 1969.
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Fig. 30B: Temperature profiles from March to May 1969. The dotted area represents a zone of supposed
isotherûxrl water.
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Fig. 30C: Temperature profiles from June to August 1969.
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Fig. 30D: Temperature profiles fror:r September to November 1969
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Fig.308: Temperature profiles for December 1969, January 1970, and March 1970.
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Age and growtJr, 11,22-25.
Age at maturity, 45-47.

Age composition, t3, 34.

Age determination, 11, 13.

Age determination from otoliths,
15-21.

Age inforrnation, datum lor,2l.
Age structure, 29-33.

Ageing technique, validation of,
20-2r.

Australia, 1 1.

Bay of Plenty, western, 56.

Brachyura, 25.

Bream Head, 12.

Cape Barrier, 59,

Cape Colville, 12, 59.

Cape Rodney, 12.

Catch curves, 3+, 35, 36.

Catch rate, 13,33,34,35, 47,
48-56,57,58, 60, 64.

C helidonichthys s þinosus, 17.

China, 11.

Chrysoþhrys auratus, 25, 64.

Cobra, 73.

Cod-end mesh size, 13,55,6+.
Colville Bay, 12, 55, 56.

Colville Channel, 59.

Colville sampling arca, 72, 13, 17,
20, 23, 2+, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32,
33, 34, 35, 38, 39, M, +5, +6,
47, +8,49, 50, 52, 53,54, 55,
56,57, 58,59, 60,61.

Condition and length-weight
. relationships, 37-41.

Condition factor and gonad
maturity, 41.

Condition, relative, 40.

Cook Strait, 25.

Coromandel, 55, 59.
C¡adock Channel, 10, 12, 13,

59, 71.

Cradock Channel sampling area,
12, 16, 17,18, 19, 20, 21,22,
23, 24,28, 29, 31,32,33, 34,
35, 38, 39, ++,45,46,47,48,
49, 51, 52, 53,55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61.

Crustaceans, 25.

INDEX

"Dab Patch", 56.

Danish seining, 11, 23.

Danish seining grounds, 32.

Days Bay, 56.

East Auckland Current, 59.

East Cape, 59.

East China Sea, 11,24,25.
Eggs,11,33,42,43,59.
Escape of small fish, 63.

False Head, 59.

Feeding ground, 59.

Firth of Forth, Scotland, 59.

Firth of Thames, I0,12, 13,
55,71.

Firth of Thames sampling area,
12, 13, 17, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29,
30, 32, 33, 3+, 35, 37, 38, 39,
44, 45, 46, 47 , 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61.

Flatfishes, 55.

Flounders, 55.

Gobies, 55.

Gonad maturity, 13, 14, 40, 47,
+8, 52.

Gonad maturity and condition
factor, 41.

Gonad maturity, determining stage
of,42-43.

Great Barrier Isla.nd, 12, 55, 59.
Grey gurnard, 43.

Growth and age, ll,22-25.
Growth curves, 22, 23,24,25,61.
Growth equation, von Berta,lanffy,

22-23,2+,25, 39, 61,
Growth rate, 15, 22, 23, 24, 25,

39,55.
Gurnard, grey, 43.

Hemerocoetes,55,
Hobo, 11.

Hyaline zones of otoliths, 15.

Hydrographic stations, 10, 13,
7 r-7 5.

Hyuga Nada, 11.

Ikatere,13.
Indo-Pacific coastal waters, 11.

Inner Gtrlf, 12, 17,48,53,55,
59, 60.

Isopleth diagrams, yield per
recruit,6l-65.

Japan, 11.

Kikowhakarere Bay, 55.

Korea, South, 11.

Kyushu Island, 11.

Lawae, 11, 33, 59, 60.

Length at malurity, 44-45

Len gth-frequency distribu;ions,
25, 26-29, 4+, +6. 47, 65.

Length-weight relationship, 14.

Length-weight relationships and
condition, 37-41.

Little Bar¡ier Island, 12.

Malaysia, 11.

Maturity, age vt, 45-47.

Maturity indices, 43-4+, 45.

Maturity, length at, 44-45.

Mercury Islands, 12.

Migration, 11, 33, 58, 59, 60.

Migration, spawning season, and
spawning ground, 47-57.

Migratory behaviour, 43.

Moray Firth, Scotland, 59.

Mortality, 25, 55, 61, 62,63,64.
Mortality and survival, 34-36.

North Cape, 59.

North Island, 11, 12.

Nursery ground, 32, 53, 55, 56,
59, 60.
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Opaque zones of otoliths, 15.

Orere Point, 12, 56.

Otolith readability scale, 17.

Otolith ring measurements, 24.

oroliths, 13, 22.

Otoliths and age determination,
1s-2t.

Otoliths, double rings in, 17.

Otoliths, preparation of, 15-19.

Outer Gulf, 12,48,59.

Pegasus Bay, 7l , 75, 24, 25.
Plaice, 59.
Po Hai, 11.
Population structure, 26-33.
Port Charles, 12.

Previous work, comparison
with, 24-25.

Prionotus carolinus, 43.

Prionotus euolans,17.
Prionotus e uolans strigatus, 43,

Random sampling, stratifled, 13.

Recruitment, 32,33, 35, 61.

Reproduction, 11, 37, 42-60, 64.
Reproductive behaviour, 33.

Rock lobster l:ait, 64.

Saddle Islet, 55.

Sampling areas deflned, 10, 12.

Sampling method, 13-14.

Sampling, stratified random, 13.

Sandfish, 55.

Sex ratio, 73, 29, 55,57-58, 59.

Snapper, 25, 64.

South Africa, 11.

South China Sea, 11.

South Island, ll, 15,2+.

South Korea, 11.

Spawning behaviour, 17,23, 48.

Spawning ground, 59, 60.

Spawning, pafüa!43.
Spawning season, 27, 40, 47,

+3, 4+, 58.

Spawning season, spawning
ground, and migration, 47-57

Stations, hydrographic, 10, 13,
7 r-7 5.

Stratifred random sampling, 13.

Study area,12.
Subtropical Convergence, 11.

Survival and mortality, 34-36.

Tagging, 59, 64.

Taxonornic status of
Chelidonichthys, 71.

Te Anaputa, 12.

Te Anaputa sampling alea, 12,
t7, 23, 2+, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34,
q!, q8, 39; 4+', 45', 46', +7', 4B',
49,51,52, 53; 55; 56; 58; 59;
61.

Te Kouma Harbour, 55.
Temperature profiles, monthly,

t3, 7 t-7 5.

Temperature, water, 13, 25, 50,
5r, 56-57, 7t-75.

Trawl, 11, 13, 23, 55.
Trawling grounds, 32, 33, 63.
Trigla gurnardus, 43.

Validation of ageing technique,
20-2r.

Von Bertalanffy growth equation,
22-23,2+,25,39, 61.

Water temperatrre, 73, 25, 50,
51, 56-57 , 7 1-7 5.

Weighing method, 14.

Wellington Harbour, 56.

Work previous, comparison with,
2+-25.

Yellow Sea, 11,2+,25.
Yield per recruit isopleth

diagrams,6l-65.
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